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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

ABSTRACT

School of Electronics and Computer Science

Faculty of Physical Science and Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy

Human Mobility Models and Routing Protocols for Mobile Social Networks

by Pitiphol Pholpabu

In mobile social networks (MSNs), there are a number of challenges to face, which include the

design of well-performed routing protocols. Since performance evaluation of a routing protocol in

real world is costly and time consuming, it is usually more practical to evaluate the performance

relying on the syn-thetic data generated by simulations. Accordingly, a number of mobility models

have been proposed to provide the real-trace-like scenarios that can be used in development and

performance evaluation of routing protocols. In this thesis, we concern the problem of dynamic

routing in MSNs. First, two mobility models are proposed, which are the Preferred-Community-

Aware Mobility (PCAM) and Role Playing Mobility (RPM) models. While designed based on the

simplicity and randomness of the Random WayPoint (RWP) mobility model, the PCAM model

enhances it by exploiting the fact that people often have their favorite places to visit, resulting in

the so-called human social behavior of mutual preferred communities. On the other hand, the RPM

model further improves the PCAM model by jointly considering people’s behaviour of mutual-

preferred-communities and their daily schedules. Then, based on the mobility models proposed,

we design some routing protocols and investigate the effect of human social behavior on the rout-

ing performance in MSNs. Firstly, a Social Contact Probability assisted Routing (SCPR) proto-

col is proposed, which is capable of exploiting the properties of encounters between mobile nodes

(MNs) and the relationship strength between MNs and communities. Secondly, considering that the

energy-efficiency issues have not been addressed in the existing routing protocols for MSNs, we

propose two types of energy-concerned routing protocols, which are the Energy-Concerned Rout-

ing (EnCoR) and Energy-efficient Social Distance Routing (ESDR) protocols. It can be shown that

these two types of routing protocols are capable of achieving the trade-off among Energy Consump-

tion (EC), Delivery Ratio (DR), and Delay (D), shortened as the EC/DR/D trade-off. Specifically,

the EnCoR protocol controls the EC/DR/D trade-off by a threshold introduced to the route selec-

tion process, while the ESDR protocol achieves the EC/DR/D trade-off by taking into account of

the length of messages and the estimation of the number of hops. Furthermore, we show that, by

invoking our EnCoR or ESDR scheme, most existing routing protocols can be readily extended to

their corresponding versions that are flexible to achieve the EC/DR/D trade-off. In this thesis, the



performance of the proposed routing protocols are investigated with the aid of simulations, which

are compared with a range of existing routing protocols for MSNs. Our studies and performance

results show that the proposed protocols are capable of efficiently integrating the merits of high

delivery ratio, low delivery latency and low resource consumption of the existing protocols, while

simultaneously circumventing their respective shortcomings. Our proposed protocols are capable

of attaining a good trade-off among the delivery ratio, average delivery delay, and the cost of re-

sources (including energy) for operation of the protocols.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This chapter discusses motivation of the research, challenges of the existing technology, and con-

tributions given by this research. The thesis overview is also given at the end of this chapter.

1.1 Motivation

In recent years, mobile devices that have short-range radio functionality, such as smart phones and

tablets, are increasingly popular. With these mobile devices, a type of networks that do not rely on a

mobile network infrastructure, referred to as mobile ad-hoc network (MANET), has been proposed.

In the conventional fixed infrastructure networks, an end-to-end connection is composed of a con-

nection from a source node (SN) to a base station (BS), a number of connections between BSs, and

a connection from the last BS nearby a destination node (DN) to the DN. Since it is a centralized

approach, the system collapses when a problem is occurred on those core devices or when there are

some disconnections between BSs. In addition, the communication may be interrupted, when a MN

moves from a BS coverage area to another. Instead, MANET is an infrastructureless network which

requires no fixed BSs, such as access points. In MANET, an end-to-end connection is created from

a number of connections between mobile nodes (MNs). MNs play both roles of a client, such as

SNs and DNs, and a message forwarder, which is sometimes referred to as forwarding nodes (FNs).

Data transfer in MANETs consisting of moving MNs is one of the main challenges for routing pro-

tocol development. Message transfer may be done by sending messages directly from a SN to a

DN or sending the messages via a number of FNs until they reach the DN. Accordingly, the main

requirement for a routing protocol operated in MANETs is the ability to compare and choose the

best possible route from a SN to a DN among all the possible routes. Another concern in MANETs

is power consumption, since mobile devices have limited battery power. In MANETs, MNs have
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to contribute some of their battery power in order to relay messages. Moreover, the high number of

involved MNs results in an increased resource consumption, including transactions between MNs,

memory usage, computational power and battery power. As a result, the best scenario for a routing

algorithm is to find the best route, which consists of the least number of FNs, but still yields a high

delivery ratio and a low end-to-end delay.

In MANETs, there are some scenarios resulting in that the communications between MNs be-

comes interrupted. A connection between two MNs may be disconnected and take long time to

build another connection. This is because some MANETs cover a vast area by a small number of

MNs (e.g. vehicles, animals, humans, etc.), which are often out of each other’s communication

range. Such scenarios include rural areas with no mobile network coverage, vihecular networks

which have high dynamic network topology, or disaster relief networks that the BSs have been

damaged. In this case, there are no end-to-end path connection at any time. In literature, this

type of MANETs is referred to as the Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) (or Disruption Tolerant

Network) [1, 2]. The same as MANET, the network topology of DTN is dynamic and MN’s mo-

bility is unpredictable. However, the added characteristics of frequent and long disconnection may

significantly degrade the performance of the DTN, if the existing routing protocols in MANETs

are employed. In other words, the routing techniques in MANETs, which rely on the end-to-end

paths, are not suitable for DTNs. Therefore, a new approach, referred to as the store-carry-forward

model [2], has been proposed to provide communications in DTNs. With this approach, whenever

the next hop of the route towards a DN is unavailable, the MN stores and carries the message until

it contacts the DN or finds a new suitable message carrier. Along with the DTNs, there are differ-

ent routing techniques having been developed based on the store-carry-forward model, including,

e.g., the multiple-copy and single-copy approaches. Specifically, the multiple-copy approach or the

flooding algorithm aims at the highest message delivery rate. Epidemic routing [3] is one of the

examples in this catagory. In the Epidemic routing, a message carrier, which may be a SN or a

FN, distributes multiple copies of messages to the encountered FNs until the message reaches the

designated DN. The main drawback of the multicopy routing is the tremendous resources required

for message transfer operations, which include bandwidth, memory space, battery power, etc. By

contrast, in the single-copy approach, a single copy of message is either forwarded from a SN

through FNs to the DN, or is rather kept to the SN and forwarded directly to the DN. Comparing to

the multiple-copy approach based routing algorithms, the single-copy based routing protocols sig-

nificantly decrease the resource consumption. However, they may result in longer end-to-end delay

and lower delivery ratio. In addition, they usually require more computational power, in order to

estimate the performance of the encountered MNs so as to make the decision whether a message

should be given to a FN.

Focusing on the networks where MNs are humans, a sub-class of DTNs referred to as the
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Opportunistic Network (OPNET) has been defined [4]. OPNETs in general have the same charac-

teristics as the DTNs. Specifically, OPNETs are proposed based on the assumption that humans’

mobilities are unpredictable and humans’ moving ranges can be many times of the operational cov-

erage of short-range radio devices. As a result, connections between two MNs are often disrupted

and it is hard to establish a fully connected path from a SN to its DN at any time. Consequently,

a data transfer process can only be completed by the opportunity, when two MNs happen to be

in a nearby area within their communication range. Similar to DTNs, because of this partially-

connected behavior, the existing routing techniques for MANETs may fail to operate in OPNETs.

On the other hand, in contrast to DTNs, OPNETs focus on the mobility of humans, which is sug-

gested not totally random, but instead, to move in certain patterns. Based on these facts, routing

techniques for OPNETs, such as the PRoPHET [5], have been developed to improve the perfor-

mance of message transmission.

Mobile Social Network (MSN) is a sub-class of DTNs and OPNETs which inherit the char-

acteristics of frequent and long disconnection of the DTNs. MSNs is also a type of OPNETs, in

which humans move in patterns. However, MSNs exploit the social relationship between humans,

which is referred to as the human social behaviors, in order to increase the efficiency of message

delivery. In MSNs, there are generally three factors affecting humans’ mobility behaviors. First,

people often meet and spend time with acquaintances. Milgram’s experiment [6] has demonstrated

the benefit of using the acquaintance chains in order to pass a document from one MN to another. It

is demonstrated that, although a SN does not know its DN, usually only a small number of FNs are

involved for the document delivery from the SN to the DN. Furthermore, the experiment has proved

the hypothesis that people share mutual acquaintances and the acquaintance chains can be regarded

as partially connected routes from SNs to their corresponding DNs. Another factor of MSNs is that

each person has a list of favorite places, or preferred communities, which they prefer to visit. For

instances, company employees are likely to spend most of their time at their companies, students

have scheduled classes to attend, housewives often have their preferred shops to do shopping, peo-

ple have their favorite places to visit for the purpose of exercises, relax, or entertainment, etc. Due

to the above-mentioned, people with the same preference are likely to meet more often than those

not having similar preference. The last factor is that people have their routines. Repeated mobility

patterns exist, which can be found from observing their schedules. The repeating patterns may

happen daily, weekly, or longer period. For examples, employees and students usually go to their

companies and schools, respectively, in the morning and go back home in the evening, people who

do not work or study in their home towns tend to travel on Monday, Friday, weekends, etc. Accord-

ingly, by observing individuals or groups of people who have similar acquaintances, community

preferences, and schedules, their movement patterns may be predicted.

Relying on the single-copy routing, the routing protocols in MSNs make use of human social
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behaviors in order to reduce resource consumption and computational complexity, while simulta-

neously reserving a high delivery ratio and a low end-to-end delivery latency. In literature [7–14],

most of the routing protocols in MSNs have been developped by exploiting the mutual acquain-

tances of people. However, people’s social relationship can be very complicated, and it is often

impossible to capture all of them and store in mobile devices. In order to predict the next meeting

and find out a route for message delivery, researchers usually consider two other facts in addition

to the acquaintance chains. First, it is more likely that two MNs know each other, if they often

contact. The examples of the routing protocols exploiting this fact are PRoPHET and SimBet [7].

In these protocols, delivery possibilities are evaluated from MNs’ encounter history. The more of-

ten meeting between two MNs means that there is a higher possibility for their next meeting. By

observing the delivery probabilities of the neighbor MNs with the DN, it is possible for a message

to reach the DN through a number of FNs, although the message holder does not have direct con-

tact with the DN. Another fact is that two people with similar interests are likely to meet often.

This information can also be exploited to improve the routing performance in MSNs. However,

this method generally requires direct information from MNs. For examples, the LABEL [15] and

BUBBLE [16] protocols use the basic interests of mobile clients, the HiBOp protocol [9] compares

a person’s information to another, the Social-Greedy protocol [10] qualifies the common interest

by asking a set of questions and finding the similarity of the answers.

In the development of routing protocols for MSNs, near realistic simulation is required, since

it costs a lot of resources and time for carrying out experiments in real-life scenario. In MSN

studies, the simulation of a routing protocol has two main parts, including message generation, and

mobility model, apart from the routing protocol itself. The message generation part is responsible

for generating the messages with given characteristics. For the sake of simplicity, some parameters

which are irrelevant to the purpose of the simulation may be ignored. By contrast, the mobility

model controls the movements of the MNs in a considered MSN. According to Bai and Helmi

[17], the existing mobility models can be divided into four categories. First, MNs in random-

based mobility models move randomly in terms of their directions or positions. Although this is

the easiest to implement, it is however not suitable for the development of routing protocols for

MSNs, because the movements of each MN are unpredictable. The other three types of mobility

models are the models with temporal dependency, the models with spatial dependency and the

models with geographic restriction, respectively. These models are more realistic, owing to more

realistic factors being considered. Specifically, these protocols combine the characteristics of real

mobility scenarios, including smooth changes of speed and direction, movements depended on a

group instead of individual, obstacle and path restrictions, etc. Furthermore, there are another group

of mobility models considered in [18], which is referred to as the mobility models based on human

behavior. We should note that, as a trade-off of considering more realistic issues, the mobility
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models often become more difficult for implementation.

1.2 Research Challenges

As in MANETs, DTNs, and OPNETs, mobile devices in MSNs have limited energy, as their power

is provided by batteries. Due to this, mobile devices have many other resultant limitations of,

such as, memory usage, computational power, and radio signal transmission power. Therefore, in

the development of the routing protocols for MSNs, it is essential to design the energy-efficient

algorithms, which consume the least possible battery power, but are capable of maintaining a high

delivery ratio and a low end-to-end delay. In literature, the routing protocols are mainly either

multiple-copy or single-copy based. In general, the multiple-copy routing protocols are capable

of choosing a short route, to achieve a high delivery ratio and a low end-to-end delay. However,

the multiple-copy protocols involve a lot of FNs and, hence, consume a big amount of resources,

including network capacity, MNs’ memory space, energy, etc. By contrast, the single-copy routing

protocols result in a relatively low delivery ratio and a relatively long end-to-end delay. Even

worse, they are often unable to find the shortest route from a SN to a DN, but instead, choose some

other less optimum routes. However, in comparison to the multiple-copy routing protocols, the

single-copy routing protocols may consume much less resources for message transmission. For

this sake, most of the routing protocols in MSNs are based on the single-copy approach. Therefore,

in MSNs, it is highly challenging to design the routing protocols, which are capable of achieving

the best trade-off among the delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, average number of hops per delivered

message, and resource consumption.

In this thesis, we will motivate to design the routing protocols that are capable of attaining

the trade-off among these factors in Chapters 4 and 5. In MSNs, the routing protocols exploit the

social behaviors of mobile device carriers, in order to enhance the networking performance, while

aiming at the lowest energy consumption. Since the single-copy protocols are preferred over the

miltiple-copy protocols due to the above-mentioned consideration, an effective prediction of MNs’

mobility is critical, for determining the best possible route from a SN to its DN. Therefore, the main

challenge here is to find the effective methods to measure the strength of the social relationship

among MNs. In literature, different social factors have been considered and the measurement of

the social relationship strength has been investigated in different dispectives [19–26]. In this thesis,

we will also address the social relationship measurement issues in Chapter 4.

In addition, in terms of the human mobility, as above-mentioned, random mobility models

are simple, but unrealistic. On the other hand, the more realistic mobility models are harder to

implement and a given model is often likely to be suitable for only one scenario, but not in general.
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Furthermore, most existing mobility models cannot capture the human social behaviors, such as

mutual acquaintances, mutual communities, and routine similarity, that have direct effects on their

mobility. Therefore, it is still challenging to integrate the human social behaviors into the mobility

models, in order to use them more efficiently to design the high-efficiency routing algorithms. In

this thesis, we will propose the mobility models reflecting the human social behaviors in Chapter 3.

1.3 Research Contributions in This Thesis

Against the background and challenges, in this thesis, we propose new human mobility models and

routing protocols by taking into account of human social behaviors. The main contributions of this

report are summarized as follows:

• First, a Preferred-Community-Aware Mobility (PCAM) model is proposed. This mobility

model exploits the human social behavior of preferred communities to make it close to prac-

tice. Simultaneously, it is capable of maintaining the simplicity and random movement char-

acteristics of the Random WayPoint (RWP) mobility model [27].

• Second, a Role-Playing Mobility (RPM) model is designed to reflect the behavior of humans’

daily schedules, in terms of the roles played by individuals. In our model, one MN may play

multiple roles and carry out multiple activities in different scenarios.

• Third, we propose and investigate a Social Contact Probability assisted Routing (SCPR)

protocol. Our SCPR protocol is capable of taking the advantages of two types of the rela-

tionships, which are MN-to-MN relationship, referred to as the node-linked relationship, and

MN-to-community relationship, called as the community-linked relationship. We measure

the node-linked relationship based on the human social behavior of mutual acquaintances

while the community-linked relationship is measured based on how often a MN visits a com-

munity. Through these two types of relationship, our SCPR protocol exploits the character-

istics of encounter history, including frequency, regularity, freshness, and transitivity, to find

the best possible route for message delivery. Furthermore, the SCPR protocol can either ex-

ploit alone the strength of community-link relationship or alone the node-linked relationship

to find the best route for message delivery.

• Finally, in order to achieve the best possible trade-off among delivery ratio, end-to-end de-

livery delay and energy consumption, we propose two types of energy concern of routing

protocols for MSNs, which are the EnCoR and ESDR protocols. Their performance is stud-

ied and compared by considering different operational scenarios. Our studies show that these
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routing protocols are highly flexible for achieving the trade-off among energy consumption,

delivery ratio, end-to-end delivery delay, i.e., the DC/DR/D trade-off.

1.4 Thesis Overview

The rest chapters are summarized as follows.

Chapter 2 provides the background review of the factors affecting human mobility behaviors,

existing mobility models, and the routing protocols for various types of mobile networks, including

MANETs, DTNs, and MSNs. In more detail, the chapter begins with an introduction for the hu-

man social behaviors that affect human mobility behaviors associated with providing a number of

statistical features of human mobility. Then, we continue to discuss the existing mobility models

in wireless moblie networks. In our discussion, mobility models are categorized into five groups.

The first group are purely random models where MNs move randomly. In the second group, the

current movement of a MN is temperally depended on its previous state. The third group are the

models with spatial dependency, which allow MNs to move in groups. Then, in the fourth group

of models with geographic restriction, the scenarios with boundaries are considered, where MNs’

movements are limited by obstacles. Lastly, the fifth group of models are based on the human social

behaviors imitated human mobility that taking into account of personal preferences. Furthermore,

in this chapter, we review a number of well-known routing techniques for the MANETs, DTNs,

and MSNs networks.

In Chapter 3, we propose two mobility models for simulation of human mobilities as well as

studying the performance of the different routing protocols developed in the following chapters.

First, the PCAM model is proposed by joint of the RWP model [27] and the community-based

mobility model [5, 28]. In addition to the randomness provided by the RWP model, the PCAM

model also exploits the human behaviors that people tend to have some preferable places to visit.

The second mobility model proposed is the RPM model, which is designed based on the intuition

that every person usually has several roles to play. Typically, a person may have a primary role and

several secondary roles. Here, a primary role represents the main role of a person to play, which

reflects his/her daily schedule, while secondary roles are mainly reflected by a person’s behaviors

in his/her leisure time.

In Chapter 4, we propose a routing protocol, namely, the SCPR protocol. In brief, the SCPR

protocol exploits two types of relationship, including node-link and community-link relationships,

in order to attain good performance in terms of delivery ratio, end-to-end message delay, and the

number of hop counts. Specifically, in the SCPR protocol, a message is forwarded from a message

carrier to an encountered MN, when the encountered MN has a higher delivery probability than the
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former one to the DN. Here, the delivery probability is evaluated from the strength of node-link and

community-link relationships. By taking into account of encounter properties, including frequency,

regularity, freshness, and transitivity, the strength of node-link relationship can be measured. Fur-

thermore, the SCPR protocol considers community-link relationship by measuring the preference

levels of preferred communities (PCs). The results of the experiments and its performance in com-

parison to the existing well-known techniques show that the proposed SCPR protocol is capable

of efficiently integrating the merits of high delivery ratio, low delivery latency and low resource

consumption of the existing protocols, while circumventing their respective shortcomings.

Chapter 5 introduces two types of energy-concerned routing techniques, which are the EnCoR

protocol and the ESDR protocol, which are capable of achieving the trade-off among energy con-

sumption (EC), delivery ratio (DR), and delay (D), i.e., the EC/DR/D trade-off. In our EnCoR

protocol, the EC/DR/D trade-off is controlled by introducing a threshold for the route selection.

Specifically, when a message carrying MN encounters another MN, it forwards the message to the

encountered MN, only when the delivery probability from the encountered MN to the DN is higher

than that from itself to the DN by at least the threshold. In this way, the EnCoR protocol can effec-

tively control the trade-off among the consumed energy, delivery ratio and average delay. In terms

of the ESDR protocol, we first analyze the effect of message length on the energy consumption

during message transmission. Then, we propose a hop estimation method for finding the shortest

delivery route based on the social relationship among the MNs. Then, the ESDR protocol makes

the routing decisions based on these two metrics as well as the delivery probabilities. By con-

trolling the contribution of these factors, the ESDR can also control the EC/DR/D trade-off. With

the aid of the EnCoR and ESDR protocols, in this chapter, we then extend some existing routing

protocols for MSNs, including, our proposed SCPR, PRoPHET, and the BUBBLE protocols, to

their corresponding energy-concerned ESCPR, EPRoPHET and EBUBBLE protocols. Finally, the

performance of these routing protocols is investigated by simulations based on our PCAM mobility

model. Our studies and performance results show that all these protocols are capable of attaining

the EC/DR/D trade-off.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and explains some possible future research areas in

terms of modelling of mobility and routing protocols for MSNs.

PCAM/RPM

Background Mobility Model Routing Protocols
Energy−concerned
Routing Protocols

Conclusions and
Future WorksIntroduction

Figure 1.1: A chart explaining the flow of the thesis.
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In brief, Fig. 1.1 explains the flow of the thesis where PCAM and RPM models are proposed

in Chapter 3 and are used in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 for performance measurement of routing

protocols.





Chapter 2
Literature Review

This chapter provides a background overview for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs), Delay Tol-

erant Networks (DTNs), Opportunistic Networks (OPNETs) and Mobile Social Networks (MSNs).

A number of representative routing algorithms developed for these networks are specifically dis-

cussed. In addition, different mobility models widely used for investigation of the routing algo-

rithms in these networks are discussed.

2.1 Introduction

In some harsh communication environments, such as rural areas and during disasters, that infras-

tructure networks are unable to provide their service coverage or fail to operate, there are possibly

no connection available between mobile nodes (MNs) for building a connection from a source node

(SN) to a destination node (DN). In these scenarios, the independent networks that do not depend on

any fixed access points are required. With the aid of relays, which are also referred to as forwarding

nodes (FNs), it is possible to set a communication link between a SN and its DN. However, there

are a range of limitations that the existing networking technologies may not overcome, including,

for examples, frequent and long partitions of MNs, large area with a small number of MNs, etc.

Recently, researches have been carried out to make use of human social behaviors, in order to in-

crease the connectivity of MNs and to improve the performance of such networks. In this chapter,

we discuss the effects of human social behaviors on human’s mobility. Based on this, we review a

number of existing mobility models as well as the routing protocols for MANET, DTN, OPNET,

and MSN.
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2.2 Human Social Behavior

Recent researches, such as [23–25], have demonstrated that human mobility has repeating patterns.

In people’s daily life, there are several factors affecting their mobility patterns, including people

who they know, which is referred to as acquaintances, popularity of the places they may choose to

visit, which is referred to as preferred communities (PCs), and time of the day. In [6], it is showed

that a collection of relationships among human beings may form an acquaintance chain. According

to this research, the length of chains typically varies from two to ten intermediate acquaintances.

However, there are some obstacles for applying the acquaintance chain, including the difference of

classes in social structure and genders, since people usually prefer to communicating with the other

people from the same social classes and the people of the same genders. These observations suggest

that people with similar social features usually have more chances to become acquaintances and,

hence, have more chances to meet. For this reason, later, there are some researches having been con-

ducted, which include the Social Relationship Enhanced Predicable (SREP) routing protocol [29],

Social feature enhanced group-based routing [30], Social-similarity-based (SOSIM) routing pro-

tocol [31], Ego-Centric Social Network Routing (ECSNR) protocol [32], and M-Dimension [33].

Specifically, in terms of the PCs, people usually have a number of places where they prefer to visit

more than the other places. Apart from personal preferences, the popularity of places also play an

important role on people’s decision. Specifically, in [34, 35], the authors have suggested that peo-

ple often go to the places that are not very far away from their homes, as well as the places where

they may have more chances to meet people. Furthermore, it is suggested that people usually have

repeating mobility patterns, which start and end in a day. Corresponding to this observation, for

examples, in [34–37], mobility models have been proposed by assuming that a MN daily starts and

ends at a specific location, which is referred to as its home.

Recently, there are several researches [19–26] having studied the human mobility behaviors,

and discovered several statistical elements from the real traces of human mobility. Specifically,

in [36], the authors have summarized these elements into four main features, namely, the truncated

power-law flights and pause-times, heterogeneously bounded mobility areas, dichotomy of inter-

contact times, and the fractal waypoints, which are further detailed as follows.

2.2.1 Truncated Power-Law Flights and Pause-Times

By exploiting the traces of bank-note circulation in the United States, Brockmann et al. [19] have

observed that the distribution of human traveling distances truncates as a power-law distribution.

Furthermore, there are several human-trace-based experiments supporting Brockmann’s observa-

tion, including [20, 21] which capture human traces by recording the locations of mobile phone
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users. Apart from the human mobility flights, [21, 22] have found that the complementary cumu-

lative distribution function (CCDF) of the periods of time that people spend within each place,

referred to as pause time, follows a truncated power-law distribution.

2.2.2 Heterogeneously Bounded Mobility Areas

In [20], the authors have studied some people’s trajectories, and identified that human mobilities

have simple repeatable patterns within their own territories. The traces of mobile phone users

demonstrate a high degree of temporal and spatial characteristics, while each individual travels and

stops at the same location frequently. The traces also show that individual mobile phone users have

different mobility areas and travelling distances.

2.2.3 Dichotomy of Inter-Contact Times

In [23], [24], the authors have investigated the empirical distribution of the inter-contact times

obtained from a number of real traces. It is suggested that the CCDF of the inter-contact times fits

a power-law distribution truncated on a log-log scale. For the sake of comparison, the power-law is

normalized to fit the granularity of t = 120 seconds, giving the CCDF in the form of

P[X ≥ x] =
( x

120

)−α
(2.1)

Furthermore, the authors have introduced an estimator for the slope of the power-law graph, which

is referred to as the heavy tail index α. Specifically, let m be the sample’s median. Then, α can be

estimated as

α =
ln(2)

ln(m)− ln(120)
(2.2)

Later, in [25], the authors have shown that the CCDF of the inter-contact times follows a power-

law distribution for approximately half a day, and then, decays exponentially. Correspondingly, the

authors described this property as the dichotomy of inter-contact times. According to a number of

experiments carried out in association with [38, 39], Fig.2.1 shows the distribution characteristics of

inter-contact times, which are best described by the dichotomy of inter-contact times. Specifically,

during the first period, the Intel2006 and Cambridge2005 traces are best fit with the power-law

distribution with a heavy tail index of 0.6, while the Cambridge2006 and INFOCOM2005 traces

are best described by the power-law with the slopes of 0.2 and 0.35, respectively. After then, all

four traces are truncated by a exponential distribution.
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Figure 2.1: A graph shows the CCDF of inter-contact times on a log-log scale for four real
traces.

2.2.4 Fractal Waypoints

In [26], the authors have analyzed the GPS traces of human walks and claimed that the waypoints,

where people stop by, can be modeled by fractal points. The bursty-manner distribution of gaps

between fractal points, on either a one-dimension or a multi-dimension, has the characteristic of a

power-law distribution. This observation implies that people prefer to visit the places where other

people also like to visit. Similarly, some other researches, including [36], [34], [35] have also

shown that people are often attracted to the more popular places.

2.3 Mobility Models in Wireless Adhoc Networks

In the study of wireless communication systems, it is usually more practical to rely on the synthetic

data generated by models derived from practice, since performance evaluation of communication

schemes and protocols in real environments are costy and time consuming. Specifically, the sim-

ulation of routing algorithms consists of moving MNs and message delivery in a virtual environ-

ment with pre-defined settings. While the routing algorithms control how messages are delivered

from SNs to their DNs, mobility models determine the mobility patterns of MNs. In this type of

simulations, the movement patterns are considered to be crucial and have a high impact on the

performance of a routing algorithm operated in real world. Researchers have developed varieties

of mobility models, in order to represent the mobility characteristics of mobile users in the real

world. For example, Bai and Helmy in [17] have divided mobility models into four main groups,
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namely, the random-based mobility models, models with temporal dependency, models with spatial

dependency, and the models with geographic restriction. When MSNs are considered, there is in

fact another group of mobility models, as mentioned in [18], which is referred to as the mobility

models based on human behavior. Below we provide a brief overview for these mobility models.

2.3.1 Random-Based Mobility Models

The models in this group are based on the assumption that every MN moves freely and randomly

without any restriction. Each MN independently chooses its direction, destination, and speed.

These models have been widely used in simulation studies, as they are relatively easy to imple-

ment and analyze in comparison to the other approaches. However, this type of mibility models

lack of reflecting the realistic scenario factors, including, such as, temporal dependency, spacial

dependency, geographic restriction [17].

2.3.1.1 Random Waypoint Model

Figure 2.2: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of a MN in the RWP model
which moves towards a new position.

The random waypoint (RWP) model [27] has been first developed and used in order to compare

the performance of the routing protocols for mobile ad-hoc networks. As shown in Fig.2.2, in the

context of the mobility model, the movement pattern of a MN starts by remaining at the original

position for a pause time. Then, it moves to a random-selected destination with a speed uniformly

chosen between zero and a predefined maximum speed. After arrival at the destination, the MN
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pauses for a pause time. Then, it chooses a new destination, and moves toward its new destination

with another randomly chosen speed. The above procedure repeats until the completion of simu-

lation. Later, there are some researches improving the mobility characteristics of the RWP model,

including node distribution [40] and stochastic properties [41].

2.3.1.2 Random Walk Model

Figure 2.3: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of a MN in the random walk
model which moves towards a new direction.

The random walk mobility model [42] has been developed and been widely used to reflect

individual movements related to cells [43, 44]. Random walk models are often used to simulate the

Brownian motion and the unpredictable movements of natural objects, such as, molecules. With

this mobility model, as shown in Fig.2.3, at the beginning of the simulation, each MN randomly

selects a direction and a speed from the sets of [0,2π] and [speedmin, speedmax], respectively.

Then, it moves in the chosen direction with the selected speed for a fixed time or distance. At the

end of each movement, the MN chooses a new direction and a new speed, and moves again. In the

case of reaching a boundary of a predefined simulated area, the MN bounces back in the direction

determined by the angle of the incoming direction. This model is similar to the random waypoint

model without pause time, and it models higher randomness than the random waypoint model [17].
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Figure 2.4: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of a MN in the random direction
model which moves towards a new direction until reaching the boundary.

2.3.1.3 Random Direction Model

In [45], the authors observed the mobility behaviors of MNs under the RWP model, and found

that the density of MNs in the middle of a simulated area is relatively higher than that in the other

areas, especially, in the areas near borders. This is because MNs moving to their destinations often

need to cross the middle area. Accordingly, a new mobility model has been proposed, which is

referred to as the random direction model. In this mobility model, as shown in Fig.2.4, each MN

chooses a direction randomly and uniformly in [0,2π) degree, instead of choosing a destination

under the random waypoint model. Then, the MN travels in the selected direction with a random

speed until it reaches the boundary. Then, the MN moves again after a pause time with a new speed

in a new direction chosen from [0, Π] degree against the boundary. This process continues, until

the end of the simulation. It has been observed that, when the random direction model is employed,

data transmission usually requires in average a higher number of hops, in comparison to the other

mobility models, due to the short pause at boundary [44].

2.3.2 Models with Temporal Dependency

In random mobility models, the changing rate of velocity, i.e., acceleration, and the direction of

MNs are independent of each other. Moreover, the changes are usually not related to their previ-

ous states [17]. This means that the memoryless movement may suddenly stops and sharply turns

towards a new direction [44]. However, in practice, objects usually change their speeds and di-
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rections depending on their previous states, presenting the characteristics of temporal dependency.

Therefore, in [46–48], the authors have developed the mobility models, where MNs’ movements

are temporally correlated, as detailed below.

2.3.2.1 Gauss-Markov Model

(Sn ),dn

(Sn−1,dn−1)

Figure 2.5: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of a MN in the Gauss-Markov
model which moves with a new speed and a new direction explicitly depended on the
previous state.

In [46], Liang and Hass have proposed to use the Guass-Markov model for MNs’ mobility mod-

elling. Furthermore, the constant velocity fluid-flow model and the random walk mobility model

are introduced as the extreme cases. Specifically, the MNs in the constant velocity fluid-flow model

have strong memory, which creates smooth movement patterns. This model is hence suitable for

vehicular mobility simulations. By contrast, the high randomness and memoryless characteristics

of the random walk mobility model are suitable for describing pedestrian movements, as in this

case, stop-and-go interruptions of MNs frequently occur. The Gauss-Markov model provides a

trade-off between the above two extreme scenarios. The equations (2.3) and (2.4) shown below are

used to generate the current speed and direction, which are explicitly dependent on the previous

states [17, 49].

Sn = αSn−1 + (1− α)S + (1− α2)
√

Sxn−1 (2.3)

dn = αdn−1 + (1− α)d + (1− α2)
√

dxn−1 (2.4)

where Sn and dn denote speed and direction in the time period n, S and d represent average speed
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and average direction, Sxn−1 and dxn−1 are variables from a Gaussian distribution. Finally, α ∈ [0, 1]

is a constant value.

From (2.3) and (2.4), we can see that by adjusting the memory level α, a wide range of mobility

patterns can be created. Specifically, when the memory level is high or close to one, the movements

of MNs become fluid-flow-like. On the other hand, the memoryless random walk patterns can be

created by letting the memory level α close to zero.

2.3.2.2 Smooth Random Mobility Model

Vn

Vn−1

a

Figure 2.6: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of a MN in the smooth random
model which avoids sharp turns and smoothly changes to a new speed with an acceleration
a.

In order to enhance the random mobility model in terms of the temporal dependency, the au-

thors in [47, 48] have proposed the smooth random mobility model. For the MNs operated under

this model, each of the MNs chooses its initial speed randomly based on the random mobility

model. It then moves with the initial speed until a new speed is generated from a random pro-

cess. Then, it changes to the new speed smoothly with a linear acceleration chosen uniformly in

[amin, amax], until reaching the new speed. Moreover, considering the practice, that speed is not

necessary constant, the speed distribution of MNs is also considered. Specifically, the velocities

of MNs are chosen from an interval [0, Vmax]. However, they are not uniformly distributed in this

interval. Instead, individual MNs have their specific speed distribution for choosing their speed in

[0, Vmax]. Similarly, the direction of a MN changes over time by following an exponential distribu-

tion. Furthermore, in the smooth random mobility model, the direction is assumed to be uniformly
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distributed in [0, 2π].

2.3.3 Models with Spatial Dependency

In the above described mobility models, one MN moves freely without affecting the others in

terms of their velocities, locations and directions [17]. In practice, however, collision between

two MNs may occur. Furthermore, there are wireless communication applications requiring team

collaboration, with a team leader as the center of the group, while the other group members move

following the leader. In these types of scenarios, the movements of MNs are correlated in space,

called as the spatial dependency. Correspondingly, in MSNs, there are mobility models proposed

to take the spatial dependency into account, which are specified in more detail as follows.

2.3.3.1 Reference Point Group Mobility Model

Figure 2.7: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of MNs in the RPG model which
move in group following the group leader.

The reference point group (RPG) mobility model has been first introduced by [50] in order to

reflect the relationship between MNs. Under this mobility model, a logical center is first identified,

MNs within the same group then follow the center’s motion in terms of their locations, speeds,

directions, accelerations and so on. Specifically, for each step of movement, the movement of the

group leader is first defined. Then, all the member MNs are randomly placed in the neighborhood

of the reference point. Let the velocity of the group leader be expressed as Vt
group, and the random

vector of the ith MN from its reference point be expressed as RMt
i . Then, the velocity of the ith
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MN is determined by the formula of [17, 50, 51]

Vt
i = Vt

group + RMt
i (2.5)

In the study of MNs, the simulate scenarios generated by the RPG model are usually closer to the

reality, as in practice there are situations, such as, military operations, where MNs move in groups.

2.3.3.2 Other Spatial Dependant Models

Based on the behaviors of random orbit, Sánchez and Manzoni [52] have proposed three correlated

mobility models, namely, the column mobility model, pursue model, the nomadic community mo-

bility model. In the column mobility model, MNs in a group use a reference position as the center

Figure 2.8: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of MNs in the column model
which form a line and move along with their neighbors.

of the group, while the MNs form a line similar to a row of soldiers. Then, the MN group move

in a certain direction towards a new defined reference position, with every MN uniformly matches

its movement with its neighbors, as shown in Fig.2.8. In terms of the pursue mobility model, sim-

ilar to the RPG model, a group of members follow their group leader which freely and randomly

moves, as shown in Fig.2.9. However, there is a speed limit on the followers and, furthermore,

certain randomness is added, when the leading MN stops. Finally, as shown in Fig.2.10, the no-

madic community mobility model provides the mobility patterns of moving communities. When a

community is settled, each of MNs defines its own private area and moves randomly around its ref-

erence position. When the community moves, all MN members move following the community’s
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Figure 2.9: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of MNs in the pursue model
which move in group following the group leader.

Figure 2.10: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of MNs in the nomadic model
which move in group following the moving community.

movement.

2.3.4 Mobility Models with Geographic Restriction

The lack of environment consideration is another limitation of the random-based mobility models,

since in practice MNs cannot move fully freely and randomly. Instead, the movement of a MN is
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constrained by its surroundings. For example, vehicles only move on roads and streets, pedestrians

may be blocked by objects like buildings. In order to simulate the scenarios in real life, geographic

restrictions may be needed to be imposed. Hence, a few of mobility models have been proposed by

taking into account of the geographic constraints, which are described below.

2.3.4.1 Obstacle Mobility Model

Figure 2.11: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of MNs in the obstacle model
which move around avoiding obstacles.

In order to model more realistic mobility behavior, the authors in [53] have proposed a mobility

model by considering three realistic scenarios: conference, event coverage and disaster area, each

of which has different obstacles and MNs’ movement patterns. In the first scenario, MNs are mostly

static with only little moving. Walls and doors act as the obstacles reflecting radio signals in the

area. In the event coverage scenario, it is assumed that there are a group of highly mobile people

and vehicles, and many obstacles are placed randomly in the area. In the last scenario of modelling

the situations during the disaster, a small number of vehicles moving at high speed and some people

of slowly moving are assumed.

In [54], the authors have further improved the model by introducing the activity types and areas,

which are used to set the initial locations and destinations. Specifically, the simulation area is

divided into some activity sites, which are grouped into a number clusters. MNs are then randomly

assigned to the clusters. Then, each area in a cluster is given a rank. Specifically, the activity areas

within the same cluster are given the highest rank, while that having the highest count of the shortest

hops are given the lowest rank. Based on the modelling, a new ranking-assisted routing algorithm
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has been proposed. With this ranking-assisted routing algorithm, MNs have a high possibility to

move towards the areas having the same activity type.

2.3.4.2 Pathway Mobility Model

City Center
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Central Station

Bitterne
Portswood

Swaythling Station

Townhill Park

Royal South Hants Hopital

Mayflower Halls

Town Quey

General Hospital

CommonShirley
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Figure 2.12: An example graph modelling bus routes in Southampton for the graph-based
model.

The pathway mobility model constrains MNs’ movements by some paths on a generated map

[17]. The pathways can be predefined on the map using either a random algorithm or the real map

of a considered city. For example, in the graph-based mobility model proposed by [55], as shown

in Fig.2.12, a graph is used to connect pathways and locations, and vertices and edges are used to

represent places and pathways connecting the places, respectively. With the settings, initially, each

of MNs is randomly placed on a vertex of the graph. Then, it finds the shortest path to its next

chosen destination and moves towards this destination. Upon reaching a new destination, the MN

pauses for a random period of time and then moves towards a next destination.

2.3.5 Models Based on Human Behaviors

In order to model human’s mobility, several mobility models have been proposed based on the

studies of human mobility behavior [18]. Below, we discuss four popular mobility models, which

are designed by considering human’s mobility behaviors.
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Figure 2.13: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of a MN in the RWP model
with hotspots which usually visits hotspots with probability pi and sometimes moves to
other locations with probability p0.

2.3.5.1 Random Waypoint Mobility Model with Hotspots

In [56], Abdulla and Simon have shown that the MNs’ inter-contact times in the RWP and random

direction mobility models are best described by exponential distributions. However, the studies in

[23–25] show that the distribution of inter-contact times of human mobilities can be approximated

by a power-law distribution for a period of time, beyond of which, it truncates exponentially. Later

in [57], the authors have proposed a modified RWP mobility model, referred to as the random

waypoint mobility model with hotspots. In this mobility model, a MN is assigned to one or several

hotspots of the square areas within a simulation area. A MN moves towards each of the hotspots

according to a predefined probability. Specifically, let us consider an example of a system with

N hotspots. Assume that MN A is assigned to M hotspots, namely H1, H2, . . . , HM. Then, MN

A randomly chooses a hotspot Hi with a probability pi, and then moves towards a random point

within the hotspot Hi. In order to address the randomness, MN A also has a probability of p0 =

1−∑M
i=1 pi to move to the other locations other than the assigned hotspots.

2.3.5.2 Working Day Movement Model

The working day movement model proposed in [37] is designed based on the daily activities of

people, who go to work in the morning, spend their day time at work, have some activities with

friends, and travel back homes at the end of the day, as shown in Fig.2.14. The model is developed

by combining a number of submodels, which consist of four major activities, including staying at
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Home submodel
Office Submodel

Transport Submodel

Evening Activity Submodel

Figure 2.14: An example illustrating the overview mobility behavior of a MN in the work-
ing day model which goes to work in the morning, visit a favorite place in the evening,
and go back home at the end of the day.

home, activities at office, activities in the evening, and transportation. By considering that people

often leave their mobile devices somewhere, such as tables, while they are at home, the home

activity submodel simply assume static MNs. By contrast, in the context of the office activity

submodel, a MN is allowed to travel within the office’s area. Specifically, a MN enters the office

area from a specific location, referred to as a door. Then, it moves with a walking speed towards a

destination, such as a desk, where it pauses for an amount of time following a Pareto distribution

[37]. When the MN wakes up, it finds a new destination. The MN repeats walking, pausing,

and finding a new destination, until the work time is over. Furthermore, the authors suggest that

people may participate group-based activities at the end of a working day, which might be shopping,

walking around, and going to favorite spots. Accordingly, the evening activity submodel is designed

by assigning a favorite meeting spot to each of MNs, and grouping MNs based on the favorite spots.

Given a favorite spot, MNs do not move until all the group members arrive. Then, the group of

MNs move on streets following the random walk mobility model, as discussed in Section 2.3.1.2.

Finally, the transportation submodel is divided into three types of transportation ways, including

walking, car, and bus. Using a real map, as shown in Fig.2.15, walking corresponds to low speed

MN movements along the shortest path to a destination, while car and bus move relatively fast.

Furthermore, buses travel following fixed routes.
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Figure 2.15: An example illustrating three routes, including walking (green), car (red),
and bus (blue), for the transportation submodel.

Figure 2.16: An example movement trace of a MN and waypoints generated by the SLAW
model [36].

2.3.5.3 Self-Similar Least-Action Walk Mobility Model

In [36], the authors have proposed a mobility model specifically for modelling of human walks, re-

ferred to as the self-similar least-action walk (SLAW) mobility model. The model is designed based

on the statistical studies of human mobility behaviors, including the truncated power-law flights and

pause-times, heterogeneously bounded mobility areas, truncated power-law inter-contact times and

the fractal waypoints. In the SLAW mobility model, a number of waypoints are created with the

point-to-point gaps following a power-law distribution. Then, based on the least-action princi-
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ple that a MN travels to its destinations with minimum discomfort, the authors have developed a

trip planing algorithm, which is referred to as the least action trip planing (LATP) algorithm. In

order to implement the heterogeneously bounded mobility areas, an individual walker model has

been developed to restrict the traces generated by LATP algorithm. Furthermore, the authors have

considered the randomness of human mobility by allowing MNs to move out of their predefined

walking areas. As an example, Fig.2.16 shows a mobility trace of a MN and waypoints generated

by the SLAW model.

2.3.5.4 Small World in Motion Mobility Model

w=1

w=5

w=4

w=2

Figure 2.17: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of a MN in the SWiM model
which usually visits the cells that have high weight.

The small world in motion (SWiM) mobility model [34, 35] has been developed with consider-

ing the model’s simplicity and its ability to predict the performance of networking protocols. Based

on the fact that people usually prefer to choose the best and the most popular places, which are also

not far away from where they live, in the SWIM mobility model, a MN selects its destination based

on a weight. This weight changes according to the popularity of the place, as well as to the distance

between the place and its home. Specifically, at the beginning of a simulation, a square simulation

area is divided into a number of small square cells. Each MN is then assigned to a cell, referred

to as its home. Then, it selects the next destination randomly, as the result that it does not have

the a priori knowledge of any popular places. Therefore, at first, the number of MNs seen by any

destination is set to zero, which is updated during the simulation, whenever a MN arrives at a des-

tination. Specifically, let A be one of the MNs and hA be A’s home. Let C be a destination cell.
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Table 2.1: Summary of existing mobility models.

Year Author Contribution

1997 Rubin et al. [42]
Random walk mobility model for wireless cellular networks
based on Brownian motions.

1998 Broch et al. [27]
Random waypoint mobility model based on random-based mo-
bility scheme.

1999

Liang et al. [46]
Guass-Markov mobility model based on Guass-Markov random
process.

Hong et al. [50] Reference point group mobility model based on group mobility.

Johansson et al. [53]
Obstacle mobility model based on reality that obstacles can be
found.

2001

Royer et al. [45]
Random direction mobility model to reduce the population den-
sity in the central area.

Bettstetter [47, 48]
Smooth random mobility model to improve the smoothness of
changing MNs’ velocity.

Sánchez et al. [52]
Three mobility models based on group mobility, including the
column mobility model, pursue model, the nomadic community
mobility model.

2002 Tain et al. [55] Graph-based mobility model based on a real map.
2005 Hui et al. [23] Distribution of inter-contact times of human mobilities.

2007 Abdulla et al. [56]
Distribution of inter-contact times in the RWP and random direc-
tion mobility models.

2008
Abdulla et al. [57]

RWP mobility model with hotspots to improve the realistic mo-
bility patterns of RWP model.

Ekman et al. [37] Working day movement model based on people’s daily schedule.

2009

Lee et al. [36]
Self-similar least-action walk mobility model focusing on the sta-
tistical studies of human mobility behaviors.

Mei et al. [34]
Small world in motion mobility model based on people’s daily
schedule and some statistical features of human mobility behav-
iors.

Then, a weight for the destination cell C in the context of MN A is evaluated as

w(C) = α · d(hA, C) + (1− α) · s(C) (2.6)

where d(hA, C) is a decreasing function in terms of the power of the distance between MN A’s

home and the destination cell C, while s(C) is the number of MNs that MN A meets in the desti-

nation cell C, since MN A arrives at cell C last time, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is an adjustable constant. Once

a MN chooses its next destination, it moves towards the destination in a straight line with a speed

depended on the distance between the starting point and the destination. For examples, as shown

in Fig.2.17, assume all other cells have w = 0, the MN is likely to frequently visit the cells with

w = 4 and w = 5. In summary, the mobility models considered so far in this section are listed in

Table 2.1
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2.4 Routing in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs)

MANET is a distributed mobile network without central control, where MNs move and network

structures are dynamic [58, 59]. Therefore, instead of routing through a central base station in cellu-

lar networks, or by some signal processing center, such as servers, in wired networks, in MANETs,

individual MNs are responsible for routing and delivering messages through multiple hops. Since

the topology of MANET is dynamic, the conventional routing protocols developed for wired net-

works cannot perform well. For this sake, a range of routing protocols have been proposed. In

MANETs, the routing protocols can be categorized into two types [58, 59]: reactive routing proto-

cols and proactive routing protocols. Reactive routing protocols perform route discovery only when

there is a request. Hence, the routing process results in relatively lower network traffic and lower

routing overhead but usually longer delay, than the proactive routing protocols. By contrast, proac-

tive routing protocols actively find routes and store the routing information at all MNs in the same

network. Therefore, they usually result in shorter delay, while consume more resources for routing

tables, than the reactive routing protocols. Below we discuss several routing protocols introduced

for MANETs, which include the destination-sequenced distance-vector routing protocol, dynamic

source routing protocol, ad-hoc on-demand distance vector routing protocol, and optimized link

state routing protocol.

2.4.1 Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing Protocol

In [60], Perkins and Bhagwat have proposed a routing protocol, namely, the destination-sequenced

distance-vector (DSDV) routing protocol, for MANET. It represents a modified routing protocol

of the conventional distance vector routing algorithm. However, in order to overcome the partial

connectivity problem, the routing tables in the DSDV routing protocol is regularly updated. Specif-

ically, each MN creates and maintains a routing table, which is updated in two ways: periodic

updating and immediate updating. While the former is carried out regularly after a period of time,

the latter updating is performed whenever there is a significant change of routing information. In

this routing protocol, each MN has a routing table containing the entries of preferred neighbors act-

ing as relays, which are the neighboring MNs having the lowest numbers of hops towards the DNs.

Each entry in the routing table is tagged with a sequence number generated by the DN for a purpose

of routing information updating. Since updating is frequently carried out, a large of overhead for

routing is required [59]. Moreover, the DSDV routing algorithm has been developed on the basis

of bidirectional links. Hence, routing loops may exist in the networks.
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2.4.2 Dynamic Source Routing Protocol

The dynamic source routing (DSR) algorithm [61] is another routing protocol for MANETs, which

do not require periodic routing table updating. In DSR protocol, each MN has a route cache con-

taining a number of route records, where a route record provides the hop-by-hop route information

from the MN to a DN, and a route discovery is performed when there are no matched route records

in its cache. For the route descovery, a SN broadcasts a route request packet to its neighbor MNs. If

one of the MNs matches its address with the DN or there is a route from the MN to the DN within

its cache, a route reply packet containing the list of hops to the DN is created and returned to the

SN. Otherwise, the MN adds its address to the route record and rebroadcasts the packet. In the DSR

protocol, route discovery is also performed during route maintenance. Specifically, when an error

occurs during a packet transmission using a cached route, the forward node (FN) found a broken

link sends a route error message back to the original sender, i.e., the SN. Then, the SN activates

the route discovery process, and replaces the damaged route with the new one. Then, the packet is

re-transmitted using the new route.

The DSR protocol is efficient for operation in static topologies and networks containing low

mobility MNs. However, it has not been designed for the networks having high topology dynamic

[59]. In this case, route discovery and route maintenance may demand huge overhead. Moreover,

the route discovery increases significantly the latency of packet transmission, and the maintenance

in highly dynamic MANET, due to the time required to find new routes for the failed existing ones.

2.4.3 Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol

The ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) routing protocol [62] has been developed based on

a combination of the DSDV routing and DSR protocols. The same as the DSDV routing protocol, in

AODV routing protocol, each MN stores only the next hop towards a DN. However, the on-demand

concept used in the DSR protocol has been taken into account by the AODV routing protocol. In

the AODV routing protocol, a route discovery is performed only when the MN has a packet to

transmit. Similar to the DSR protocol, the sender broadcasts a route request packet to discover a

route to the desired DN. Along the route, each MN also set up a reverse route for sending a feedback

message. When a message sent by the SN reaches the DN or a MN containing a route record to the

DN, a route reply message is generated and sent back to the SN using the same route. In order to

maintain the symmetric links, a source sequence number is added to the header of the route request

packet. In terms of the route maintenance, only the MNs taking the roles of senders, FNs and DNs

along the active routes are considered. Whenever the sender moves, a route discovery procedure is

re-initiated. If a MN in an active route changs its position, a special route reply packet is created to
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inform the affected SNs. Furthermore, Hello message is introduced for route failure detection. The

AODV routing protocol can have a quicker response to a link failure and consumes less resources

for routing discovery and maintenance, in comparison to the DSDV routing protocol. However, the

introduction of periodic link-status-update messages causes an increased network overhead [59].

Moreover, the same as the DSR protocol, the initial route discovery of the AODV routing protocol

results in extra delay of message delivery.

2.4.4 Optimized Link State Routing Protocol

The above three routing protocols considered so far are all reactive routing protocols. By con-

trast, the optimized link state routing (OLSR) protocol [63] is a proactive routing protocol designed

based on the link state algorithm. As the link state requires link reliability information, the OLSR

algorithm performs flooding periodically in order to discover the network topology. The OLSR

protocol minimizes the overhead introduced by the flooding processes by allowing only a number

of selected MNs to operate the flooding procedures. Specifically, the so-called multipoint relays

(MPRs) are selected to act as the gateways for broadcasting topology control (TC) messages to the

entire network. In this way, the number of retransmissions in the same region of the network can

be reduced. In terms of neighbor sensing, each MN periodically broadcasts a ’Hello’ message. Re-

lying on the employment of MPRs, the OLSR protocol is suitable for the large and dense networks,

where communication traffic exists between a set of MNs in the same region. As it is a proactive

routing protocol, routes are always available for data transmission, which minimizes the delay due

to route discovery. However, the specifications of the OLSR protocol is not clear about how MPRs

should be selected.

2.5 Routing in Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs)

Delay tolerant networks (DTNs) belong to a sub-type of networks of MANETs, where MNs are

likely to experience frequent and long disconnection and there might not be end-to-end connec-

tions between senders and their corresponding receivers [1, 2]. Hence, the traffic delivered should

tolerate certain delay. As a subcategory of the MANET, DTNs inherit all the challenges of MANET,

including for instances, dynamic network topology and unpredictable movement of MNs, energy

consumption limitation, low and asymmetric bandwidth, high bit-error rate, and limited hardware

resources [2]. Since the routing protocols designed in the context of MANETs are based on the as-

sumption that there is a possible route from any SN to its DN, these routing algorithms are usually

not efficient for operation in DTNs. Therefore, a number of routing protocols have been designed

specifically for DTNs. In general, routing in DTNs may make use of the mobility of MNs, such
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as, vehicles, animals, humans, etc., to act as relay for message delivery between a SN and its DN.

However, different DTNs have different characteristics and experience different constraints, which

are required to be dealt with correspondingly. In this section, we consider only the DTNs with

humans as message carriers, which are classified as the opportunistic networks (OPNETs), in line

with our investigation of mobile social networks (MSNs).

According to [4], OPNETs belong to a sub-class of the DTNs, where human beings are mes-

sage carriers. In OPNETs, data transfer is depended on the movements of MNs, which occurs at

the moments, when two MNs move into each other’s signal transmission range. Since in OPNETs

there are usually no fully connected paths from a SN to its DN, these moments of meetings be-

tween MNs are called connection opportunities. Explicitly, the routing algorithms designed for

general MANETs and DTNs are not well suitable for delivering messages in OPNETs. Therefore,

in literature [3, 5, 64], a number of routing algorithms have been developed specifically for the OP-

NETs. Generally, the routing algorithms for OPNETs are based on two approaches [2]: flooding

and wait-and-forward. For the approach of flooding, a MN copies all its received messages to any

MNs that it encounters. This approach is capable of maximizing the successful delivery ratio and

minimizing the delivery delay. However, it may consume a huge amount of resources of the sys-

tem, including bandwidth, storage, and energy. By contrast, the wait-and-forward approach only

performs data transfer, when a SN encounters the DN. In this case, the data transfer process has

the lowest resource usage, but may yield a very low delivery ratio and a very long delay. In order

to improve the delivery performance of the above two approaches, recent routing techniques try to

make a good trade-off among the resource usage, delay and delivery probability. Below, we discuss

two representative routing algorithms for OPNETs, which are the Epidemic and the PRoPHET.

These two algorithms have been addresses in many references [24, 65–73], and also extended for

MSNs [7, 9, 10, 15, 16].

2.5.1 Epidemic Routing

Vahdat and Becker [3] have introduced the epidemic routing, in order to maximize the message

delivery ratio and to minimize the message latency. Based on the assumption that a MN periodically

and randomly encounters with other MNs, messages are distributed to any encountered MNs, until

they reach their DNs. Since multiple copies of a message are used and scattered in the network,

the probability of successful delivery of the epidemic routing is high and the delivery delay is

low. In order to reduce the resource consumption, the number of messages that a MN carries on

behalf of others can be limited by a maximum number. Moreover, the limit on the maximum

number of hops may be used, and a message will be dropped, when the allowed maximum number

of hops is reached, no matter whether it is delivered or not. Upon reaching the DN, a message
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acknowledgement is returned. At this point, a MN is able to free its buffer, when it knows that the

message has received by the DN.

2.5.2 Probability Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity
(PRoPHET)

The PRoPHET protocol [5] has been proposed based on the observation that, in reality, MNs do

not move randomly, but instead, they move in patterns. By capturing the mobility behaviors of

MNs, an encounter history can be built for aiding further calculations and routing decisions. The

PRoPHET algorithm requires an initial phase called warm up to collect encounter history to build a

database, which is updated whenever an encounter occurs. Then, based on the database, the delivery

probabilities of different routes are determined. Specifically, computing the delivery probabilities

can be divided into three cases. Firstly, when any two MNs meet, their summary vectors containing

the probability information are exchanged. The MNs use this information to update their own

delivery probability vectors as

P(a,b) = P(a,b)old
+ (1− P(a,b)old

)× Pinit (2.7)

where Pinit ∈ [0, 1) is a constant for initialization, P(a,b)old
represents the old delivery probability

from MN a to MN b, while P(a,b) represents the new one. Secondly, if a pair of MNs have not met

each other for a while, the corresponding probability value is decreased in the form of

P(a,b) = P(a,b)old
× Υk (2.8)

where Υk is an age constant with Υ ∈ [0, 1) and k is called the number of elapsed time units.

Finally, if MN b often meets MN a and MN c, it assumes that MN c is a potential FN between

MN a and MN b. This means that there is a transitivity effect towards the probability value between

MN a and MN b. With the aid of the transitivity, the probability value between MN a and MN c

can be updated according to the formula

P(a,c) = P(a,c)old
+ (1− P(a,c)old

)× Pa,b × Pb,c × β (2.9)

where the scaling constant β ∈ [0, 1] controls the scale of the transitivity impact.

In [64], the authors have made some changes to the above equations. Specifically, a small

positive constant δ is added to the equation of Eq.(2.7), while Eq.(2.9) has also been changed to

the value given by the largest one between an old delivery probability and a transitive probability.
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After the modification, we have the formulas

P(a,b) = P(a,b)old
+ (1− δ− P(a,b)old

)× Pinit (2.10)

P(a,c) = max(P(a,c)old
, Pa,b × Pb,c × β) (2.11)

where δ is small positive value, such as, 0.01.

In terms of message forwarding, when MN a meets a FN b, the PRoPHET makes the decision

simply by comparing the pre-calculated probability of the two MNs to the DN. If MN a finds that

MN b has a higher probability than itself to the DN, the message is then forwarded to MN b for

further delivery. The PRoPHET protocol has the advantages of greatly reducing resource consump-

tion, when comparing with the epidemic routing protocol. However, the PRoPHET protocol may

yields lower delivery ratio and longer delivery delay than the epidemic routing protocol.

2.6 Routing in Mobile Social Networks (MSNs)

Mobile social networks (MSNs) belong to the family of the opportunistic networks of DTNs. They

process routing by exploiting both the social behaviors of humans and the mobility patterns of

MNs [74]. In reality, the movements of MNs in MSNs may be predicted, as people’s mobility

is controlled by many factors, such as, daily schedules, roles acted, communities joined as well

as their hobbies. The research of Milgram [6] has demonstrated that the world is small in terms

of people’s social networks, and in this small world, people share mutual acquaintance with each

other. In these social networks, messages can be delivered with the aid of FNs to the desired DNs

though the acquaintance chains. Therefore, the theory of MSNs has been developed, in order to

improve the successful delivery rate, decrease the latency of message delivery and reduce MNs’

resource consumption for message delivery. Correspondingly, a range of routing algorithms have

been proposed for MSNs. In this section, we review a number of routing algorithms for MSNs,

including the LABEL, BUBBLE, SimBet, HiBop and the Social-Greedy algorithms.

2.6.1 LABEL Routing Protocol

On the top of the multiple-copy-multiple-hop flooding schemes, the LABEL [15] routing protocol

has been proposed based on the fact that the mobilities of humans appear in patterns and are bound

to affiliations, groups or communities. The main idea behind the LABEL is the fact that people

usually stay inside their communities and occasionally visit the other communities. Therefore,

people from the same community have more chances to meet each other than those from different

communities. Many later works, including the SREP [29], social feature enhanced group-based
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routing [30], SOSIM [31], ECSNR [32], and the M-dimension routing protocol [33], have also

been implemented based on these observations. Specifically in the LABEL, MNs are divided into

groups according to their labels (affiliations), and messages are finally delivered by the MNs having

the same affiliations as the corresponding DNs. In the LABEL, routing requires a small amount

of overhead in the process of group matching, and the algorithm is easy to implement. However,

each MN needs to decide which group it belongs to. The performance of the LABEL protocol is

a trade-off between the delivery ratio and the resource consumption. In contrast to the Epidemic

algorithm of using multiple copies, the LABEL protocol is a single-copy transmission protocol.

Hence, it demands significantly less resource consumption, but yields a smaller successful delivery

ratio and a higher message latency than the epidemic algorithm.

2.6.2 BUBBLE Routing Protocol

The BUBBLE [16] routing protocol has been proposed by combining the affiliation concept of

the LABEL protocol with the knowledge of MNs’ centrality. Similar to the LABEL protocol,

when operated under the BUBBLE protocol, individual MNs are assigned to the different groups

of different affiliations, which are ranked according to their popularity. In the BUBBLE protocol,

there are two ranking systems, namely global ranking and local ranking. A MN’s global rank tells

how many other MNs that the MN has seen, while a MN’s local rank shows the number of the

MNs met by the MN, which have the same affiliation as the MN. Apart from using the labeling

principles as done in the LABEL protocol, in the BUBBLE protocol, a message sender also prefers

to sending messages via higher rank (or more popular) MNs, since they have higher chances to

meet other MNs. In detail, when operating under the BUBBLE protocol, a message is forwarded

from the message sender, which is not necessary the SN generating the message, to another MN, if

one of the following conditions is met.

1. Condition 1: The encountered MN is the DN that the message is destined to;

2. Condition 2: The message sender has an affiliation different from the DN but the encountered

MN has the same affiliation as the DN;

3. Condition 3: Both message sender and encounter MN have an affiliation different from the

DN, while the encountered MN has a higher global rank than the message sender;

4. Condition 4: Both message sender and encounter MN have the same affiliation as the DN,

while the encountered MN has a higher local rank than the message sender.

From above we can see that a message is forwarded through a number of MNs, in which a later

MN has a higher global rank than a previous one, until to a MN with the same affiliation as the
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DN. Then, the local ranking system is activated, in the same manner, to deliver the message to its

DN. Similar to the LABEL protocol, in the BUBBLE protocol, the information about the MNs’

affiliations is assumed to be known by all the MNs. Furthermore, similar to PRoPHET, BUBBLE

protocol requires initial period, in order to find and exchange the information about the surrounding

MNs and to build the hierarchy ranking tree.

2.6.3 SimBet Routing Protocol

The SimBet routing protocol proposed in [7] uses MNs’ centralities and social similarities, in order

to reduce the resource consumption overhead of the Epidemic protocol, and to increase the delivery

ratio of the PRoPHET protocol. In the SimBet protocol, the calculation of betweenness centrality

can be explained with the aid of an n × n symmetric matrix, for example, shown as

An1 =



n1 n2 n3 n4 n5

n1 0 1 1 1 0

n2 1 0 1 0 1

n3 1 1 0 1 0

n4 1 0 1 0 1

n5 0 1 0 1 0


(2.12)

which is called the adjacent matrix of MN 1. In Eq.(2.12), Aij equals 1, if there is a contact between

MN i and MN j, otherwise, it equals 0. Then, A2
n1
· [A1− An1 ] is calculated, here A2

n1
= An1 · An1 ,

A1 is a matrix with the same size as An1 and all its entries are one, and A2
n1
· [A1 − An1 ] denotes

the element wise multiplication between the matrix A2
n1

and the matrix A1 − An1 . Eq.(2.13) is the

result of the above calculation, where we only concern the values that are non-zero and located

above the diagonal. Based on Eq.(2.13), the betweenness of MN 1 is evaluated by the sum of

reciprocols of the non-zero entries shown in Eq.(2.13), which is 1
2 +

1
3 +

1
2 ≈ 1.33.

A2
n1
· [A1 − An1 ] =



n1 n2 n3 n4 n5

n1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 2

n2 ∗ ∗ ∗ 3 ∗
n3 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 2

n4 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
n5 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗


(2.13)

With the SimBet protocol, the similarity of a MN is determined by the number of common

neighbours, which is simply given by the number of non-zero entries of the column in the matrix
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An1 corresponding to the MN after ignoring the row of the target MN. For example, from Eq.(2.12),

MN 1 has the similarity of two with MN 2, 3, 4 and 5, since all of them have the same number of

non-zero entries of two, when ignoring the row n1 in Eq.(2.12). The similarity value of two MNs

can also be defined by the indirect contact through another MN. For example, let us assume that

MN 1 and MN 6 share only one neighbor of MN 3. Then, the similarlity between MN 1 and MN 6

via indirect contact can be obtained by the number of non-zero entries in the column n6, by ignoring

the row n1 in Eq.(2.14), which is equal to one.

An1



n6

0

0

1

0

0


=



n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6

n1 0 1 1 1 0 0

n2 1 0 1 0 1 0

n3 1 1 0 1 0 1

n4 1 0 1 0 1 0

n5 0 1 0 1 0 0


(2.14)

Having obtained the similarity values of the MNs, then we can calculate the SimBet utility,

which is a numeric indicator whether a message should be forwarded, from the formula

SimUtiln(d) =
Simn(d)

Simn(d) + Simm(d)
(2.15)

BetUtiln =
Betn

Betn + Betm
(2.16)

SimBetUtiln(d) = αSimUtiln(d) + βBetUtiln (2.17)

where MN n is a sender attempting to forward messages to the DN d via FN m, Simn(d) is the

similarity between MN n and destination MN d calculated from Eq.(2.14), SimUtiln(d) is the

SimBet’s similarlity utility of MN n towards MN d, Betn is the betweeness of MN n computed

from Eq.(2.13), BetUtiln is the SimBet’s betweeness utility of MN n, α and β are controllable

parameters satisfying α + β = 1, and, finally, SimBetUtiln(d) is the SimBet utility of MN n

towards MN d.

Routing in the SimBet protocol is operated as follows. Assume that MN A holding a message

meets MN B, a ’Hello’ message is first sent to MN B to verify if MN B is a new neighbour to

MN A. Then, MN A transmits all the messages destined to MN B to MN B, while receiving from

MN B a list of MNs that MN B has encountered. After MN A updates its adjacent matrix, the

similarity and betweeness are calculated from the matrices in Eq.(2.14) and Eq.(2.13). Then, using

the similarity and betweeness from both MN A and MN B, the similarity, betweeness, and SimBet

utilities are updated based on Eq.(2.15), Eq.(2.16), and Eq.(2.17). Finally, MN A forwards the
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messages destined to the DNs that MN B has higher SimBetUtil values to than MN A does.

In order to take the encounter history into account, in [8], the authors have improved the SimBet

protocol to the SimBetAge protocol by introducing a parameter of ‘freshness’. In this protocol, a

weighted time-dependent graph is used to calculate the similarity and betweenness of each of the

MNs. During the time between the encounters of two MNs, the freshness decreases exponentially,

but it is dramatically enhanced upon their encounter again.

2.6.4 History-based Routing Protocol for Opportunistic Networks (HiBOp)

The HiBOp protocol [9] has been proposed by considering the behaviors when people meet. In

general, during the first meeting of people, they usually introduce each other by exchanging their

personal information, mutual acquaintance, personal interest, etc. The HiBOp protocol mimics

these behaviors by exchanging the data stored as classes in the Identity Table (IT) for MNs, for

example, as shown in Table 2.2, when they encounter during the neighbour discovery phases. The

MNs’ IT during the data exchange phase is defined as the current context (CC). Then, a history

table is created for the delivery probability calculation. Based on these information, messages are

forwarded to the MNs having higher delivery probabilities or having more similar information as

the DN.

Table 2.2: Example of an Identity Table (IT)

Personal information
Name Pitiphol
Surname Pholpabu
Email pp1c12@ecs.soton.ac.uk
Phone xxxxxxxxxxx
NID xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Residence
Street Salisbury Street
City Southampton
Work
Street University Road
City Southampton
Organization University of Southampton
Hobies
Address Building 18
City Southampton
Association University of Southampton
System information
MAC-Bluetooth xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx
MAC-802.11 xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx
IP-Address xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
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Table 2.3: Example of a Repository Table

Aggr Class Carriers CC CH CR
Southampton City X, Y, Z ... ... ...

In the HiBOp protocol, the delivery probability of MNs is calculated in three main steps: 1)

recording the counters to the repository tables; 2) calculating the attribute profile; and 3) calculating

the delivery probability. Specifically, for the repository table, three counters are used, as shown in

Table 2.3, which are named the continuity counter (CC), heterogeneity counter (CH), and redun-

dancy counter (CR). During an encounter, for each attribute of an encountered MN, the counter of

CC of the attribute is increased by one, if the encountered MN is found in the history table. By con-

trast, if the attribute is new to the history table, the attribute is then added to the history table along

with an increment of the counter CH. Finally, the counter CR contains the number of times that the

new attribute appears in the IT. Based on the contents of these counters, the delivery probability are

calculated, as detailed in [9].

2.6.5 Social-Greedy Routing Protocol

Based on a number of social-related questions, in [10], the authors have proposed a so-called social-

greedy routing algorithm based on the social distances between MNs measured by the Jaccard index

described in [10]. Specifically, the social distance between MN u and MN v is calculated as

σi
jaccard(u, v) =

| Γi
u ∩ Γi

v |
| Γi

u ∪ Γi
v |

(2.18)

dist(u, v) =

(
d

∑
i=1

σi
jaccard(u, v)

d

)−1

(2.19)

where Γi
u is the answer set of MN u for question i, and | X | is the cardinality of a set X, while d is

the total number of questions.

In literature, there are three versions of social-greedy algorithms proposed [10]. In the first

version, a SN duplicates the message to three FNs, if the FNs are socially closer to the DN. The

SN keeps the message until it encounters the DN or when the time-to-live (TTL) is expired. The

second version is similar as the first one. A SN forwards a message to its first encountered FN,

provided that the FN is closer to the DN than the SN. Then, when the SN further encounters FNs,

the message is only sent to those that are socially closer to the DN than the previous ones. Finally,

for the third version, the message is forwarded from one MN to another, provided that the latter

one is socially closer to the former, until it arrives at the DN. Whenever a message is forwarded to

a new MN, it is deleted from the old MN.
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Table 2.4: Summary of routing protocols for MANETs, DTNs, and MSNs.

Year Author Contribution

1994 Perkins et al. [60]
MANETs: Destination-sequenced distance-vector (DSDV) rout-
ing protocol based on the distance-vector algorithm.

1996 Johnson et al. [61]
MANETs: Dynamic source routing (DSR) protocol purely based
on the reactive routing approach.

1999 Perkins et al. [62]
MANETs: Ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) routing
protocol based on the distance-vector algorithm and on-demand
feature similar to the DSR protocol.

2000 Vahdat et al. [3]
DTNs: Epidemic routing protocol, for DTNs, based on the
multiple-copy approach for maximizing delivery ratio and min-
imizing delay.

2003

Clausen et al. [63]
DTNs: Optimized link state routing (OLSR) protocol, which is a
proactive routing protocol designed based on the link state algo-
rithm.

Lindgren et al. [5]

DTNs: Probability routing protocol using history of encounters
and transitivity (PRoPHET), designed based on the single-copy
approach to reduce resource consumption in comparison to the
multiple-copy approaches.

2007
Hui et al. [15]

MSNs: LABEL routing protocol, using affliation for MN group-
ing.

Daly et al. [7]
MSNs: SimBet routing protocol, with similarity and betweeness
measured using matrix multiplication.

2008

Hui et al. [16]
MSNs: BUBBLE routing protocol, based on affliation feature of
LABEL and ranking system for both global and local groups.

Boldrin et al. [9]
MSNs: History-based routing protocol for opportunistic net-
works (HiBOp) exploiting personal information for closeness
among MNs.

2009 BitschLink et al. [8]
MSNs: SimBetAge routing protocol, by intorducing an aging sys-
tem to the SimBet routing protocol.

2010 Jahanbakhsh et al. [10]
Social-greedy routing protocol designed based on social distance
measured by Jaccard index.

So far, a range of routing protocols have been overviewed in the content of the MANETs, DTNs,

and MSNs. The routing protocols considered in this chapter are listed in Table 2.4 associated with

their main characteristics.

2.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have first discussed the human’s social behaviors that may affect human’s mo-

bility patterns. Then, a range of mobility models and routing protocols have been overviewed in

the context of the MANETs, DTNs, OPNETs and MSNs. Then, advantages, disadvantages, as

well as their main characteristics have been briefly discussed. In the following chapters, the per-
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formance of some of the mobility models and routing protocols reviewed in this chapter will be

studied and compared with the proposed ones. Specifically, in Chapter 3, we will propose mobil-

ity models based on the simplicity of the random waypoint (RWP) model. In later chapters, we

will show the performance comparison between the proposed routing protocols and a number of

existing protocols, including, Epidemic, PRoPHET, SimBet, LABEL, BUBBLE protocols. Since

the Epidemic protocol is operated based on the multiple-copy approach, we will refer the Epidemic

protocol as a benchmark, in terms of delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and number of hops. While

PRoPHET and SimBet protocols represent the routing protocols exploiting direct relationship be-

tween MNs, LABEL and BUBBLE represent those developed based on human social behavior of

mutual community.



Chapter 3
Mobility Models for Mobile Social

Networks

In chapter 2, we have reviewed a few of mobility models, which show that the mobility models

in MSNs are scenario dependent. In the study of wireless communication systems, it is usually

more practical to rely on the synthetic data generated by models derived from practice, since per-

formance evaluation of communication schemes and protocols in real environments are costy and

time consuming. However, the traditional mobility models are not capable of reflecting human mo-

bility patterns and the generated traces do not allow for sensitivity analysis of the performance of

the routing algorithm [35, 75]. In this chapter, we propose two new mobility models, namely the

preferred-community-aware mobility (PCAM) model and the role playing mobility (RPM) model.

Our performance study of the different routing protocols proposed in the following chapters will

be mainly based on these mobility models. Specifically, our PCAM model is designed by taking

into account of the simplicity and randomness of the random waypoint (RWP) mobility model, as

well as the human social behavior of mutual preferred communities (PCs). By exploiting the fact

that people usually have favorite places to visit, the PCAM model reflects more closely the humans

social behaviors than the RWP mobility model, while still reserves the nature of randomness and

simplicity of the RWP model. By contrast, our RPM model is designed by exploiting the fact that

people’s daily lives have community preference and depend on repeating daily schedules. The pro-

posed mobility model can integrate people’s roles, daily activities as well as occasional activities.

Our studies demonstrate that PCAM model is capable of generating the mobility patterns that are

closer to the real traces than the RWP model. In terms of the RPM model, it is capable of gener-

ating the mobility patterns that best fit the real traces recorded, when compared with the other two

mobility models.
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3.1 Introduction

In the study of MSNs, there are a number of challenges, including the design of well-performed

routing protocols. Since the performance evaluation of routing protocols using real traces is costy

and time consuming, it is more practical to rely on the synthetic data, generated by simulations

based on the certain models abstracted from practice. Accordingly, a number of mobility models

have been proposed, which can be used in development and performance evaluation of the routing

protocols in MSNs. Until recent years, random waypoint (RWP) mobility model [27] has been

the one of the most favorable mobility models used in academic researches, due to its simplicity

in terms of implementation and optimization. However, the mobility traces generated from the

RWP model is too random to reflect human’s mobility behaviors. Furthermore, the RWP model

makes MNs meet in the central areas with a higher probability than their meeting in the border

areas [48, 76–78].

The researches in recent years show that human mobility has repeating patterns [23–25]. Fur-

thermore, some researchers suggest that there are several factors affecting the mobility patterns,

which include people who they know, popularity of the places they may choose to visit, and time of

the day. Specifically, in human based MSNs, an acquaintance chain can be observed from human

relationships [6]. People who know each other tend to meet more often. Accordingly, people may

have connections through their mutual acquaintances. Furthermore, in [34, 35], it is suggested that

people usually visit the places or communities which are close to their homes and where they have

high chance to meet other people. When two or more people prefer to go to the same communities,

it is likely that they often meet each other within their preferred communities. Finally, it is sug-

gested that humans usually have repeating mobility patterns, which start and end in a day. During

a day, if two or more people have a similar schedule, they are likely to meet often.

Recently, there are a number of mobility models having been proposed based on the above-

mentioned observations. As some examples, the RWP model with hotspots [56] has been proposed

as a simple community-based mobility model, in order to reflect the reality that MNs have a higher

chance to visit the locations within communities than the locations outside of communities. The

working day movement model [37] tries to mimic the mobility pattern of the humans with daily

routines. Usually, in the morning, a MN moves from a starting location which is referred to as its

home. Then, it moves and pauses within the areas of its workplace and favorite places. Finally,

the MN travels back home in the evening. The self-similar-least-action walk (SLAW) mobility

model [36] has been designed based on a number of statistical features of human mobilities. Based

on the MNs’ travel distances, data obtained from researches, it has been found that pause times,

inter-contact times, and the distances between communities follow truncated power-law distribu-

tions. Furthermore, the small world in motion (SWIM) mobility model [34, 35] has been proposed
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based on the human behaviors of PCs and daily routines.

In order to recreate the traces closely reflecting human’s mobility patterns, in this chapter,

we propose two mobility models for MSNs by exploiting human’s preference factors, including

human’s social behaviors of mutual PCs and routine similarity. Our mobility models are referred

to as the preferred-community-aware mobility (PCAM) model and role playing mobility (RPM)

model. Specifically, the PCAM model is designed based on the simplicity of the RWP mobility

model and the human social behaviors of mutual preferred communities. On the other hand, the

RPM model is developed based on a more complicated approach, which is based on the human’s

social behaviors of mutual preferred communities, routine similarity, multiple roles and multiple

daily activities by each of MNs, etc.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 briefly review the existing works on

human’s social behaviors and human mobility behaviors. In Section 3.3, we describe the PCAM

model, while the RPM model is addressed in Section 3.4. Finally, in Section 3.5, the comparison

among the PCAM, RPM, RWP, and a number of real traces are provided.

3.2 Human Social Behaviors

In general, humans’ mobilities are dependent on their duties, responsibilities, roles, preferences,

etc. As some examples, teachers and students go to their schools on weekdays during term-time,

a person usually has a number of preferred places for shopping foods and clothes. Humans’ mo-

bilities are also influenced by other factors, such as, preferences or behaviors of other humans and

geographic restriction. For example, some people tend to go to the places where they are popular

among others, some people may prefer to traveling in groups of well organized, while some others

may prefer more independence when on traveling, cars and pedestrians have to move along streets

and walking trails. In mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs), various mobility models have been

proposed in order to reflect the above-mentioned factors [34–37, 56, 79].

In order to understand human’s mobility behavior, researchers have now focused more on the

human’s social behaviors. Recently, the research results, such as [23–25], demonstrate that human’s

mobilities present repeating patterns. Normally, in people’s daily lives, there are a number of

factors affecting their mobility patterns, which include the people who they know, referred to as

acquaintances, popularity of the places they may choose to visit, time of day or year, etc. Firstly,

in terms of the acquaintances, Milgram [6] has shown that an acquaintance chain can be formed

from the relationships in a group of people who may not know everyone in the group. The research

reveals that an acquaintance chain can be created with the length between any two people spanning

two to ten intermediate acquaintances. Secondly, considering the influence of places’ popularity
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on human’s mobility, a person usually has a collection of places, where she or he refers to visit.

These kind of places are called as the preferred communities (PCs). For examples, most people

mainly stay at home or their working places, people usually have their favorite places to hang

out alone or enjoy with friends. In [80], the studies have demonstrated that people have their

favorite communities and usually visit their favorite communities, in addition to staying at home.

Furthermore, the research results show that up to 90 percent of the participants’ mobilities can be

grouped into seventeen patterns, and one participant usually moves back and forth between one

to six communities. Apart from an individual’s preferences, the popularity of a community also

has strong influence on the individual’s decision to visit the community. In [34, 35], the authors

have suggested that people often visit the places where they have higher chances to meet people.

Moreover, the distances between the places and people’s homes also affect people’s decisions about

whether they are going to visit the places. In general, people prefer to visit the places close to their

homes. Finally, the studies show that human’s mobilities usually have the repeating patterns that

start and end in a day. The places to start and end their daily patterns are usually their homes. In

references, there are a number of mobility models designed based on these observations, including

those proposed in [34–37].

Furthermore, recent researches have identified several statistical elements reflecting the charac-

teristics of human’s mobility behaviors. The authors in [36] have claimed that there are four main

features in human mobilities, which include the truncated power-law flights and pause-times, het-

erogeneously bounded mobility areas, dichotomy of inter-contact times, and the fractal waypoints.

Firstly, human traces show that both the flights and pause times obey the truncated power-law dis-

tribution. More specifically, in [19–21], the authors have found that human’s traveling distances,

referred to as flights, are best described by a truncated power-law distribution. Later in [21, 22],

the authors have demonstrated that the periods of time that people spend within individual places,

referred to as pause times, follow a decayed power-law distribution. Secondly, human’s mobili-

ties are bounded to some areas. In [20], human’s trajectories have been investigated based on the

real traces obtained via tracking of mobile phone users. The traces reveal a high degree of tem-

poral and spatial characteristics that people repeatedly move and stop within the same areas. This

implies that individual mobile phone users have different mobility areas of different sizes. Fur-

thermore, the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the time between two

consecutive meetings of a pair of MNs, which is referred to as the inter-contact time, is similar to

a truncated power-law distribution during the first half of a day and, afterwards, to an exponential

distribution [23–25]. The authors in [25] have referred to these characteristic as the dichotomy of

inter-contact times. Finally, the authors in [26] have suggested that the gaps between the waypoints

where people often stop by follow a power-law distribution, which is similar to the concept of the

fractal points, as defined in [81].
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3.3 Preferred-Community-Aware Mobility Model

Until recent years, the RWP model [27] has been one of the most common used in routing pro-

tocol development due to its simplicity in terms of implementation and configuration. However,

the traces generated by RWP model is too random and do not well reflect humans’ repeating

mobility patterns, as discussed in the previous section. In this section, we propose a mobility

model, namely the preferred-community-aware mobility (PCAM) model, for modeling the social

behaviors of MNs. By considering people’s movement behaviors, our mobility model is designed

by exploiting the advantages of the random mobility model, RWP mobility model [27], and the

community-based mobility model [5, 28]. On top of the simplicity inherited from the RWP model,

the PCAM model is also capable of reflecting the human social behavior of preferred communities

(PCs), where people usually have different preference for the places they would like to go.

In PCAM model, we assume that the mobility model is operated in an area of w × l square

units. Within this area, reflecting MNs’ potential PCs, N communities of each covering an area of

wc × lc square units are created where wc << w and lc << l. Some communities may overlap

with each other. Then, a number of MNs randomly distributed inside the areas covered by the

communities, and each MN is assigned a number of PCs, as the result of the fact that one MN may

belong to one or several communities with certain probabilities. Furthermore, from each MN to its

PCs, corresponding probabilities are assigned, which represent the levels of preference towards the

PCs.

As an example, Fig.3.1 shows the mobility behavior of MN 1. In this MSN, there are N

communities, expressed as C1, C2, . . . , CN , respectively. We assume that MN 1 is initially assigned

to community C1 and it travels to its PCs C1, C2 and C3 with the probabilities of P1, P2 and P3,

respectively. According to the experiments carried out in [80], we assume that MN 1 has only

a probability of 0.1 traveling to the other unpredictable communities, C4, C5, . . . , CN . Therefore,

MN 1 has a total probability of P1 + P2 + P3 = 0.9 to be associated with the communities C1, C2

and C3.

In addition to the randomness as above-described, our mobility model also inherits the charac-

teristics of the RWP mobility model [27]. In our MSN, a MN first randomly chooses a point within

a selected community, which represents its next destination. It then travels towards that point with

a speed randomly chosen between 0 and Vmax. After arrival at the destination, the MN pauses for a

fixed time tpause. Then, the above process is repeated until one simulation session is completed.
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Figure 3.1: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of a MN in our PCAM model.

3.4 Role Playing Mobility Model

In this section, we describe the RWP model, which shares some similarity with the working day

movement model [37] for delay tolerant networks (DTNs). Our mobility model is designed based

on the intuition that every person usually has several roles in her or his social life. Typically, an

individual person has one primary role and several secondary roles. Here, the primary roles are the

ones of each containing one or more primary activities that the person usually does on the daily

basis. For example, the duty or role of a student is going school on weekdays. On the contrary, the

secondary roles of a person are usually referred to those secondly activities that the person prefer

to do in her or his leisure time. For example, some people like to go shopping after their jobs, some

students like to hang out together at their favorite clubs during evening, while some others prefer

watching movies, playing games, doing sports, etc. Therefore, mobilities in MSNs are dependent

on people’s roles.

Although it is not a requirement, similar to the PCAM mobility model, we assume that our

RPM is operated within a rectangular area of w× l square units. Within the considered area, there

are N communities of each covering an area of wc × lc square units, and some communities may

overlap with each other. At first, we assume that there are NMN MNs distributed inside the areas
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covered by the N communities. The starting location of every MN is registered as the MN’s home.

In the RPM model, each MN is assigned a number of roles, which may include one primary role and

several secondary roles. Furthermore, each role contains a number of activities, and each activity

is characterized by a community, where the activity occurs and a time period that the activity lasts.

However, the time periods of primary and secondary activities have some different characteristics.

In primary activities, a time period is defined by the arrival time, tarrive, and departure time, tdepart.

This is because the fact that people usually start and end their primary activities, such as, of work

or having schools, at nearly the same times every day. By contrast, the occurrences of secondary

activities may be very random during people’s free times. Furthermore, people may have different

levels of preference towards the secondary activities. For example, it is unlikely that a person

always goes to the same restaurant. Considering all the above mentioned, in our RPM model, a

secondary activity is characterized by the following two factors, a preference level, Lpre f er, and a

pause time, tpause. Here, the preference level is reflected by the activity’s occurrence frequency,

while the pause time represents the time spent on the activity.

In addition to the above-described role-dependent social behavior, our RPM model also takes

into account the point-to-point mobility characteristics as that considered in the RWP mobility

model [27] and the working day movement model [37]. Specifically, in the RPM, there are two

types of mobilities, which are the high-speed mobilities, generated by people traveling, such as, by

cars, buses, bikes, etc., and the low-speed mobilities, generated by people on walking for example.

Typically, high-speed mobilities represent the cross-community mobilities occurring when people

travel between communities. By contrast, low-speed mobilities are usually the inside-community

mobilities occurring when people walk within the same communities.

In our RPM model, the mobility characteristics of MNs are divided into three phases. In the

first phase, at the start, a MN is stationary at its starting location within its home community, until

a time when it is allowed to travel to its next destination. Then, it randomly chooses a position

within the community where it carries out its primary activity, which gives its next destination and

is referred to as the ‘workplace’ for convenience of description. Then, a speed is chosen between

Vmin and Vmax uniformly, which represents the speed of its cross-community traveling from its

home to its workplace. With the above information, the traveling distance between its home and

its workplace as well as the traveling time required can be calculated. From these, the MN knows

its primary activity’s arrival time tarrive. Furthermore, based on the traveling time and the activity’s

arrival time, the MN also knows when it should start its traveling, in order to arrive at its workplace

at the primary activity’s arrival time. The second phase starts, when the MN arrives at its workplace

and, in this phase, the MN is characterized by the inside-community mobilities. Specifically, after

arrival at the workplace, the MN pauses for a random period of time. Then, another position within

the same community is chosen, which represents the MN’s next destination. Then, the MN moves
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to the next location with a walking speed Vwalk. The above inside-community mobility process is

repeated, until the departure time tdepart, as stated in the context of the primary activity. In the third

phase, the secondary roles may be activated at the end of the primary activities. In detail, at the

departure time tdepart of the primary activities, a MN may choose to go home with a probability of

Phome, or activate a secondary role with a probability of 1− Phome. If a secondary role is activated,

the MN randomly selects an activity from a set of them, based on the occurrence probabilities

reflected by the preference levels Lpre f er of the secondary activities. Then, the MN randomly

chooses a location within the community where the secondary activity to be carried out, and travels

toward the chosen location following the cross-community mobility by a speed randomly chosen

between Vmin and Vmax. After arriving at the destination, the MN pauses for tpause. Then, it may

randomly choose to go home or activate another secondary activity. Note that, in our model, a

MN is only allowed to carry out at most Nact secondary activities before it goes home. Finally,

when the MN chooses to go home or after it has participated in Nact activities, the MN travels back

home by following the cross-community mobility with a speed randomly chosen between Vmin

and Vmax. After the arrival, it stays at home until the departure time on the next day. Then, the

above-described mobility process is repeated until one simulation session is completed. Note that,

the next destination of a MN may be within the current community or in a new community. In

other words, a MN has a chance to move within its current community, which is depended on the

probabilities of the PCs.

As an example, Fig.3.2 demonstrates a one-day mobilities of MN 1. In this MSN, we assume

that there are N communities, expressed as C1, C2, . . . , Cn, . . . , CN . MN 1 is initially at commu-

nity C1, representing its home community. We assume that MN 1 has the primary activity, which

occurs within the community C2. Hence, when it arrives at the first destination at tarrive in C2, it

wanders around the community C2 until tdepart. Then, it chooses either to go home or move to

another community according to certain probabilities. Let us assume that the maximum number of

secondary activities that can be carried out before going home is Nact = 2. Then, MN 1 may have

three possible actions, resulting in the following three possible routes:

1. Route 1: MN 1 goes home directly from C2;

2. Route 2: MN 1 first travels to another community and, then, goes home;

3. Route 3: MN 1 first travels to two other communities and, then, goes home.
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Figure 3.2: An example illustrating the mobility behavior of a MN in our RPM model.

3.5 Comparison of the PCAM, RPM, and RWP Models

In this section, we compare the mobility traces generated by our RPM mobility model with that

generated by the RWP and PCAM models, and four real traces. In the following chapters, we will

investigate the performance of the SCPR, PRoPHET, SimBet, LABEL, BUBBLE, and Epidemic

routing protocols, when they are operated with the PCAM or RPM model.

In our simulations, we consider a MSN with the coverage of 1000× 1000 square meters (m2).

Within this area, there are 15 communities of each covering an area of 100 × 100 m2. At the

beginning of simulation, we assume that these 15 communities are randomly distributed in the

considered area, and some communities may overlap with each other. In the considered MSN,

we assume that there are 50 MNs, which are firstly randomly distributed inside the areas covered

by the 15 communities. The original location of each MN is registered as its home. Then, each

MN is assigned a primary role and a random number of secondary roles. In this experiment, we

assign for each primary role one primary activity, which contains a random community ID, random
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arrival time tarrive ∈ [7, 9] AM, and random departure time tdepart ∈ [4, 6] PM. By contrast,

a secondary role contains a random number of activities. Each secondary activity consists of a

random community ID, a random preference level Lpre f er ∈ [1 − 10], and random pause time

tpause ∈ [0.5, 3] hours. In terms of the point-to-point mobility, we set the maximum and minimum

speeds for the cross-community mobilities to Vmax = 20 m/s and Vmin = 1 m/s, respectively,

while the speed for the inside-community mobilities is set to Vwalk = 1.4 m/s, which is people’s

average walking speed. Furthermore, we set the probability of going home at the end of the primary

activity to Phome = 0.5. The maximum number of secondary activities per MN per day is set to

Nact = 2.

For operations of the routing protocols, we assume that MNs repeatedly check their neighbors

within a range of r = 30 meters, and an interval for update is tinterval = 60 seconds. The simulation

session lasts T = 15 days. Furthermore, for the RWP and PCAM models, we use the same settings

as that described in [27] and [79], respectively. In detail, the parameters for the RPM model are

summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Summary of the parameters used for simulations.

Parameter Value Unit
Simulation area 1000 × 1000 m2

Community area 100 × 100 m2

No of communities 15 communities
No of MNs 50 MNs

Vmax 20 m/s
Vmin 1 m/s
Vwalk 1.4 m/s
tarrive 7-9 AM -
tdepart 4-6 PM -
Lpre f er 1-10 -
tpause 30-180 minutes
Phome 0.5 -
Nact 2 activities

r 30 m
tinterval 60 s

T 15 days

Figs. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 show the mobility traces generated by the RWP, PCAM and the RPM

models. While, in the RWP model, a MN moves over the entire area, a MN in the PCAM and RPM

models only moves between and inside communities. The traces generated by the RWP model are

usually unrealistic, as traces cover the whole area and MNs move towards the central area. As

shown in Fig. 3.3, MNs have a much higher probability to stay in the central area than that to move

around the edges. By contrast, the PCAM model generates traces based on the preferred community

approach, which assumes that a MN normally travels towards communities or popular areas, such as
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Figure 3.3: Mobility traces generated by the RWP model for one MN in 15 days.

Figure 3.4: Mobility traces generated by the PCAM model for one MN in 15 days.

schools, workplaces, shopping centers, etc. As a result, as shown in Fig. 3.4, there are very dense

traces between communities, especially, between those popular communities. Therefore, under

the PCAM model, two MNs usually have a high chance to meet, when they prefer to the same

communities. In terms of the RPM model, as shown in Fig. 3.5, the traces show the characteristic

of preferred communities, similar to the PCAM model. However, for the same length of simulation

time, the trace density between two communities is dramatically lower than that shown in Fig. 3.4

for the PCAM model. This is because, according to their roles in the RPM model, people usually

carry out their primary activities in the morning and travel back homes in the evening. Hence, the

probability of traveling between communities is low, when in comparison to that happened under

the PCAM model.
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Figure 3.5: Mobility traces generated by the RPM model for one MN in 15 days.
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Figure 3.6: CCDF of the inter-contact time in the RPM, RWP and PCAM models, as well
as that of four real traces.

Fig. 3.6 shows the CCDFs of the inter-contact time (P[Inter-contact ¿ T]) of the MNs operated

in the PCAM, RPM and RWP models. Also in the same figure, the CCDFs of four real traces are

provided, which are the traces of Intel 2006, Cambridge 2005 and InfoCom 2005 from Cambridge

Huggle project [38] and Cambridge 2006 from UPMC Data project [39] on a log-log scale. As

seen in the figure, the real traces during the first twelve hours can be best fitted by the power law

distributions associated with the corresponding slopes. Specifically, the Intel 2006 and Cambridge

2005 data sets fit the power law distribution with a slope of 0.6, while the data sets of InfoCom

2005 and Cambridge 2006 are best fitted by the power law distributions with the slopes of 0.35
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and 0.2, respectively. After the first twelve hours, all the CCDFs have an exponential cut-off,

which follow the observations in [23–25]. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the CCDFs of the inter-contact

time in the PCAM and RWP models lack of the power law distribution characteristic, but follow

the exponential distributions on the same log-log scales over all the time period. By contrast,

for the RPM model, the CCDF of the inter-contact time first appears in a power law distribution

with a slope of 0.2 and, then, changes to appear like an exponential distribution. From the above

comparison, we are implied that the RPM mobility model is capable of providing the mobility

patterns that are close to that in practice.

3.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we have proposed the PCAM and RPM mobility models for MSNs, in order

to jointly reflect people’s social characteristics, including randomness, waypoint effect, mutual-

community-based relationship, repeated daily routines, as so on. The PCAM model is designed

based on the RWP model by taking into account the mutual-community-based relationship, while

the RPM model are designed by considering individuals’ roles and activities, both daily activities

and occasional activities are integrated into the mobility model. Our studies and simulation results

demonstrate that the mobility patterns generated by the PCAM model are closer to the real traces

when comparing to the RWP mobility model, while the RPM mobility model fits the best with the

real traces than the RWP and PCAM mobility models. In the RPM mobility model, the CCDF

of the inter-contact time shows the power law distribution characteristic during the first 12 hours

before truncating, which is similar to the characteristics of real mobility traces. In chapters 4 and

5, the performance of a range of routing algorithms for MSNs will be investigates in the content of

the PCAM or RPM models.





Chapter 4
Social Contact Probability Assisted

Routing Protocol

In Section 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 of Chapter 2, we have reviewed a range of routing protocols for MSNs,

including the Epidemic, PRoPHET, SimBet, LABEL, and BUBBLE protocols. A typical charac-

teristic of these protocols is that they are mainly motivated to maximize the delivery ratio without

much concern about the resource consumption. In this chapter, we concern the problem of dynamic

routing in mobile social networks (MSNs). By exploiting the social characteristics of mobile nodes

(MNs) in MSNs along with the fact that people’s daily lives have community preferences, a routing

protocol, referred to as the social contact probability assisted routing (SCPR) protocol, is proposed.

The proposed protocol is capable of efficiently integrating the merits of high delivery ratio, low

delivery latency and low resource consumption of the Epidemic, PRoPHET, SimBet, LABEL and

BUBBLE protocols for MSNs, while circumventing their respective shortcomings. In our routing

protocol, approaches for measuring encounter probability and people’s community preference are

proposed, both direct meetings in one community and indirect contacts via different communities

are considered. The performance of the proposed protocol and that of the five other routing proto-

cols as above-mentioned are investigated and compared in the context of the more realistic PCAM

mobility model, which as mentioned in Chapter 3, jointly considers people’s social characteristics,

including randomness, Waypoint effect and mutual-community-based relationship. Our studies

and performance results show that the proposed protocol is capable of attaining a good trade-off

between the average delay of information delivery and the cost of resources for operation of the

protocol.
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4.1 Introduction

Nowadays, mobile devices with short-range wireless functionalities, such as, IEEE 802.11, Blue-

tooth, or/and other radio-based solutions, have been integrated into people’s daily lives. These

devices provide the cheap infrastructureless networks that may provide connectivities among mo-

bile users or mobile nodes (MNs). In these networks, a typical scenario is that there are sometimes

insufficient MNs that can be discovered to form the physically connected paths from some source

nodes (SNs) to their required destination nodes (DNs). In this case, the existing routing protocols

depending on physically connected paths fail to work. As a result, some sub-category networks

have been identified, which include, such as, delay tolerant networks (DTNs), opportunistic net-

works (OPNETs) and mobile social networks (MSNs). Specifically, MSNs inherit the character-

istics of long communication delay and short opportunistic data transmission, respectively, from

DTNs and OPNETs. However, MSNs employ the capability to make use of the mobility behaviors

of mobile device carriers as well as of their relationship, in order to improve routing performance.

In literature, there are a range of routing protocols specifically dedicated to MSNs, which include

the LABEL [15], BUBBLE [16], SimBet [7], HiBop [9], Social-Greedy Routing [10], etc.

In the context of the route discovery in MSNs, while direct connections between SNs and their

respective DNs are the straightforward routes, there are indirect multi-hop routes which connect

SNs and their DNs via other MNs. With the aid of this type of indirect routes, a higher information

delivery ratio and a shorter message delivery time than that achieved by using only direct contacts

can usually be attained. Against the background, in this chapter, we first analyze the mobility

behaviors of humans and quantify some of the important social aspects, including acquaintances,

favorite places and time periods, etc., that we believe have strong impact on route discovery in

MSNs. Similar to [30, 82, 83], we first detect MNs’ mobility patterns based on their encounter

history. Then, the lists of favorite communities of individual MNs are identified. In terms of the

encounter history of MNs, three social factors affecting the social contact probability (SCP) of MNs

are introduced and investigated, so as to make use of them to explain the possible acquaintance

relationship between MNs. In detail, first, we consider the encounter frequency of any two MNs.

Then, the regularity of encounters of MNs is analyzed and quantified. Finally, the aging effect of

encounters is addressed. Moreover, we investigate the relationship between MNs in terms of the

social behaviors presented via favorite places, referred to as the preferred communities (PCs), as

well as the time spent with individual communities. Specifically, by investigating the characteristics

of the mobility patterns considering people’s community preferences, the lists of individual’s PCs

are collected and their degrees of preference are quantified. Upon considering the impacts of the

above-mentioned social factors, in this chapter, we then propose a routing protocol, namely, the

Social Contact Probability assisted Routing (SCPR) protocol. Furthermore, we investigate the
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performance of our SCPR protocol and compare it with some well-known routing protocols for

MSNs, such as, the Epidemic [3], PRoPHET [5], SimBet [7], LABEL [15], BUBBLE [16], etc.,

protocols, when assuming that they are operated in association with the PCAM mobility model

proposed in Chapter 3. Our studies and performance results in this chapter show that the SCPR

protocol is capable of integrating the merits of the Epidemic, PRoPHET, SimBet, LABEL and the

BUBBLE protocols, while simultaneously circumventing their shortcomings. It is able to attain a

good trade-off between the successful delivery ratio, the average delay of information delivery, and

the cost of resources for operation of the protocol.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we analyze the social

characteristics and quantify the encounter probability and people’s community preferences. Sec-

tion 4.3 states the operation details of the SCPR. Finally, Section 4.4 demonstrates and explains the

performance results.

4.2 Analysis of Social Characteristics of Mobile Nodes

In this section, we analyze and quantify the social effects of MNs in MSNs, in order to exploit

them in the routing algorithm to be addressed in Section 4.3. We measure the strength of the social

relationship between two MNs by the SCP. This section discusses two types of social relationships,

including the explicit relationship between two MNs, which is called as the node-linked (NL) rela-

tionship, and the implicit relationship between two MNs obtained through their mutual PCs, which

we refer to as the community-linked (CL) relationship for convenience.

4.2.1 Node-Linked Relationship

The NL relationship describes the social relationship of two MNs via their direct meeting behavior.

Depending on the encounter history, a number of social aspects, including the number of contacts,

transitivity property of contacts and inter-contact time, are considered. First, let us consider the

scenario where two MNs directly meet.

4.2.1.1 Direct Connection

In order to exploit the social relationship between any two meeting MNs without invoking too

much extra computation, we focus on the egocentric encounter history, which does not depend on

the global knowledge of the entire system. As a result, we can identify three social factors, which

substantially affect the probability of information delivery. These social factors are the frequency of

encounters, regularity of encounters, and the duration between two adjacent encounters, which is
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also the inter-contact time. In principle, while a higher encounter frequency implies a better chance

of future meeting, a higher regularity of encounters makes the prediction about future meetings

more accurate. Below we explore the first two factors and explain how to invoke them in our

routing algorithm to be addressed in Section 4.3. The third factor will be considered in association

with the aging process in Section 4.2.1.3.
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Figure 4.1: A time line demonstrating the encounter history of two MNs.

Based on the fact that mobile devices have the neighbor discovery mechanism, we use the inter-

vals between two consecutive activations of the mechanism to measure the encounter probability.

As shown in Fig.4.1, let two reference MNs are observed from t = 0 until t = T (now). Let

n denote the number of encounters between the two reference MNs within (0, T). Let Nmax be

the number of times that the discovery mechanism is activated within (0, T), which represents the

maximum number of encounters of two MNs. Then, the encounter probability can be measured as

PF ≈
n

Nmax
(4.1)

which becomes more declared as T increases. Let tinterval represent the period that the neighbor

discovery processes activate. Then, we have Nmax = T/tinterval and, hence,

PF =
n× tinterval

T
(4.2)

In terms of the regularity of encounters, explicitly, the frequency of encounters as above con-

sidered is one of the elements. However, the frequency of encounters may not fully embrace the

regularity of encounters. Let us explain this by considering two scenarios, both of which have

the same encounter probability when measured by Eq.(4.2). In the first scenario, we assume that

the interval 4ti = ti − ti−1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, is a constant. By contrast, in the second scenario,

we assume that the interval is a random variable with a mean of ∆t and a standard deviation of

S4t. Then, in practice, the first scenario is preferred for information delivery, as it yields a smaller

(upto half) average waiting time than the second scenario [84], or it has a higher regularity than the

second scenario.

As the frequency of encounters has been considered as a separate (first) factor given in Eq. (4.2),
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in this chapter, the regularity of encounters is measured by the formula

R =
∆t

∆t + S4t
(4.3)

where, when given 4ti = ti − ti−1, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, ∆t and S4t are evaluated from the formulas

of

∆t ≈ 1
n

n

∑
i=1

∆ti (4.4)

S4t ≈
√

1
n− 1

n

∑
i=1

(∆ti − ∆t)2 (4.5)

Eq.(4.3) shows that the maximum regularity is one, which occurs when ∆ti is a constant. The

regularity of encounters decreases, when the standard deviation of Eq.(4.5) increases.

When taking into account of both the frequency and the regularity of encounters, the probability

of direct contact between two MNs A and B can be defined as

Pd(A,B) = PF × R (4.6)

where PF and R are given by Eq.(4.2) and Eq.(4.3), respectively. Note that, at the start of the

process when there are no encounter records, both the encounter probability PF and the regularity

factor R are initialized to zero.

4.2.1.2 Transitivity Property
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Figure 4.2: An example showing the NL relationship among four MNs.
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Apart from the direct connections, the transitivity property of MNs’ relationship can also be

exploited to improve the performance of information delivery. In a MSN, if there is an intermediate

MN, referred to as a forwarding node (FN), having better relationship simultaneously with both a

message sender, which is not necessary the SN, and the message’s DN, than the direct relationship

between the message sender and the DN, it may be more efficient when information is delivered

from the message sender to the DN via the FN, instead of directly delivering the information from

the message sender to the DN. Straightforwardly, more than one FNs may also be involved to

form a route connecting the message sender to the message’s DN. In order to decide whether FNs

should be employed, a metric called transitive delivery probability between two MNs A and B is

introduced, which is defined as

Pt(A,B) = Pd(A,F1) × Pd(F1,F2) × · · · × Pd(Fn,B) (4.7)

where Fi represents the ith FN on the route, and Pd(A,B) denotes the probability of direct contact

between MNs A and B, as shown in Eq.(4.6).

As an example, Fig.4.2 shows the two-way relationship between any two MNs of N1, N3, N7,

and N12. Assume that N1 has a message destined to N7, explicitly, this message should be directly

sent to node N7 by N1. However, when N1 has a message to N12, it has to first forward this message

to either N3 or N7, since N1 does not directly contact N12. Furthermore, N1 may sometimes need

to make a decision to chose between N3 and N7. As seen in Fig.4.2, there are four possible routes

from N1 towards N12, which are:

1. Route 1: N1 via N3 to N12;

2. Route 2: N1 via N7 to N12;

3. Route 3: N1 via N3 and then via N7 to N12;

4. Route 4: N1 via N7 and then via N3 to N12.

According to Eq. (4.7), the transitive delivery probabilities of the four routes can be calculated,

which are P(1)
t(N1,N12)

= 0.06, P(2)
t(N1,N12)

= 0.35, P(3)
t(N1,N12)

= 0.07 and P(4)
t(N1,N12)

= 0.075, respec-

tively. Since Route 2 has the highest delivery probability, N1 prefers to choosing it, in order to

deliver the message to N12 with high efficiency. Additionally, when N3 has a message destined to

N1, as seen in Fig.4.2, there are three routes:

1. Route 1: N3 directly to N1;

2. Route 2: N3 via N7 to N1;
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3. Route 3: N3 via N12 and then via N7 to N1.

It can be shown that they have respectively the transitive delivery probabilities P(1)
t(N3,N1)

= 0.2,

P(2)
t(N3,N1)

= 0.25 and P(3)
t(N3,N1)

= 0.105. Hence, Route 2 is preferred for delivery of messages from

N3 to N1, instead of the direct contact of Route 1.

4.2.1.3 Ageing

In general, the delivery probability decreases over time until the next meeting. For this sake, ag-

ing effect can be considered in the routing protocols in MSNs. The aging mechanism has been

introduced in a number of existing routing techniques, e.g., in the FRESH [85] and SimBetAge [8]

protocols. In this chapter, the aging effect is taken into account by updating Pd(.,.) of the probabil-

ity of direct contact. Specifically, when the observation time T in Eq. (4.2) is changed from Told

to Tnew but there are no further encounters between two reference MNs, the probability Pd(.,.) of

Eq. (4.6) is updated to

Pd(.,.)(new) = Pd(.,.)(old)× Told

Tnew
(4.8)

Note that, unlike Pd(.,.), the value of Pt(.,.) depends on the Pd(.,.) of a number of FNs along a

route to a DN. However, our protocol is operated in an egocentric fashion, the update of P(.,.) is only

possible, when new encounters occur. Therefore, in our protocol, the aging effect is only directly

considered associated with Pd(.,.), which, however, implicitly affects Pt(.,.) of the transitive delivery

probability.

4.2.1.4 Node-Linked Social Contact Probability

Based on the metrics proposed so far, the node-linked social contact probability (N-SCP) between

two MNs A and B can be measured by the larger value of Pd(A,B) and Pt(A,B), expressed as

Pnl
(A,B) = max{Pd(A,B), Pt(A,B)} (4.9)

The N-SCP is used to choose the best route towards the destination, based on the NL relationship,

regardless of whether it is a direct link between a message sender and the message destination or it

is a multi-hop link via a number of FNs.

4.2.2 Community-Linked Relationship

According to the affiliation concept used in the LABEL [15], BUBBLE [16], social feature en-

hanced group-based routing [30], and the Community-Aware Opportunistic Routing (CAOR) [86],
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Figure 4.3: An example showing the social relationship between MN S and MN D, where
C3 and C6 are their mutual PCs.

one type of human behavior is that a person usually prefers to visiting a number of places, depend-

ing on her/his social roles. For example, students go to their schools on weekdays, garbage collec-

tors carry out their daily work following fix routes, etc. In general, a person usually has at least one

place where s/he often visits. Apart from their homes, people go to work, shopping, school, etc., in

different areas. Furthermore, they may have their preferred places, e.g., restaurants, parks, concert

halls, clubs, etc., to visit in their leisure time. According to the experiments by [80], nine out of

ten of the participants’ mobilities can be captured by seventeen mobility patterns. In these patterns,

people usually stay within one place or move back and forth between up to six places. Moreover,

when two individuals have their preference to visit the same place, the chance of their meeting in

that area increases. Therefore, the relationship between two MNs could be reflected through their

preferred places, i.e., PCs. This relationship is referred to as the CL relationship. For example, in

Fig. 4.3, we illustrate the PC lists of MN S and MN D. While MN S prefers to the communities

of C1, C3, C5 and C6, MN D prefers to the communities of C2, C3, C4 and C6. They share the

communities of C3 and C6, which are referred to as their mutual preferences. Assume that node S

has a message to be destined to node D. It is most likely that the message is delivered at community

C3 or C6.

In order to make use of the relationship between two MNs that meet each other in certain com-

munities, similar to the LABEL, the mobility patterns along with the strength of preference of the

mobile device owners are listed based on their PCs. Here, the strength of preference is referred to

as the community approaching probability Pca, which reflects how often a MN approaches or how

long it stays within a given community. Since our routing algorithm is in the egocentric fashion,

every MN starts with its own mobility information. Then, the mobility information of different
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MNs is exchanged when they encounter, which will be detailed in Section 4.3. Based on the PC

lists, a message sender can find the PCs in common and calculates the mutual-community contact

probabilities, Pmcc, between the message sender and the corresponding destinations. For example,

let S represent a message sender holding a number of messages to be destined to the destination

MN D. Let Ci represent a mutual PC of both MN S and MN D. Furthermore, let Pca
(S,Ci)

represent the

community approaching probability of MN S to the community Ci. Then, the relationship between

MN S and MN D via community Ci can be measured by the probability that MN S and MN D meet

at the community Ci, which can be formulated as

Pmcc
(S,Ci ,D) = Pca

(S,Ci)
· Pca

(D,Ci)
(4.10)

Furthermore, as shown in Fig.4.3, it is possible that two MNs have several mutual communities

for them to meet. When considering all the mutual communities, we define Pcl
(S,D) the community-

linked social contact probability (C-SCP) between MN S and MN D, which is the probability that

MN S and MN D meet in any of their mutual communities. This probability can be evaluated from

the formula

Pcl
(S,D) = ∑

Ci∈C(S,D)

Pmcc
(S,Ci ,D) (4.11)

= ∑
Ci∈C(S,D)

Pca
(S,Ci)

· Pca
(D,Ci)

(4.12)

where C(S,D) denotes the set containing the mutual PCs of MN S and MN D.
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Figure 4.4: An example showing the community approaching probabilities of MNs N1, N2
and N3 towards their PCs.
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As an example, Fig.4.4 shows the community approaching probabilities of MNs N1, N2 and N3

towards their PCs. From the figure, we can identify three community-based relationships, which

are:

1. Relationship 1: MNs N1 and N2 via their mutual communities C1 and C4;

2. Relationship 2: MNs N2 and N3 via their mutual communities C4 and C6;

3. Relationship 3: MNs N1 and N3 via their mutual communities C3 and C4.

Then, according to Eq. (4.12), the C-SCP between any two of the three MNs can be calculated,

which are Pcl
(N1,N2)

= 0.215, Pcl
(N2,N3)

= 0.12 and Pcl
(N1,N3)

= 0.065, respectively. Based on these

C-SCP values, we may simplify Fig.4.4 to Fig.4.5, which abstractly shows the social relationships

among the three MNs.
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Figure 4.5: A diagram showing the social relationships among MNs N1, N2 and N3 ob-
tained from their mutual PCs.

Let us now assume that N1 has a message destined to N2. Explicitly, N1 should directly deliver

this message to N2 in any case, as the relationship between N1 and N2, i.e., Relationship 1, is the

strongest one among the three. By contrast, when N1 has a message to N3, it will forward the

message to N2, if it meets N2 before meeting N3. This is because Relationship 2 is much stronger

than Relationship 3. Furthermore, when N2 has messages to N1 and N3, it will choose to deliver

the messages directly to them. As shown in Fig.4.5, the relationship between N2 and N1 as well

as that between N2 and N3 are stronger than the relationship between N1 and N3. In other words,

N2 has higher chances to encounter both N1 and N3 than N1 encounters N3. Finally, when N3 has

messages destining to N1 and N2, it will give all the messages to either N1 or N2, depending on

which of them it meets first, since N1 and N2 have the strongest relationship.
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4.2.3 Social Contact Probability

Above we have defined both the NL relationship and CL relationship, the strength of which is

reflected by the N-SCP and C-SCP, as shown in (4.9) and (4.11). Let Pnl
(S,D) and Pcl

(S,D) represent

the N-SCP and C-SCP from MN S to MN D, respectively. Based on these two probabilities, we

can define the social contact probability (SCP) between MN S and MN D as

Psc
(S,D) = αPnl

(S,D) + βPcl
(S,D) (4.13)

where α and β are adjustable weights and α+ β = 1. Specifically, when α > β, the routing protocol

depends more on the NL relationship than on the CL relationship. On the contrary, when α < β,

the route selection emphasizes more on the CL relationship instead of on the NL relationship.

4.3 Social Contact Probability Assisted Routing Protocol

N1 N2

Compares MN list

4) Updates N−SCP table

Requests for N ’s N−SCP table
1

2

1) Sends N ’s N−SCP table & MNs’ ID list;

2) Updates N−SCP table;

& MNs’ PC lists (unseen by N );

3) Sends N−SCP table

& MNs’ PC lists

5) Sends MNs’ PC lists (unseen by N )

6) Updates MNs’ PC lists

Requests MNs’ PC lists (unseen by N )
1

2

2

Figure 4.6: A diagram showing the database update procedures, when MNs N1 and N2
meet.

Based on the metrics derived in Section 4.2, in this section, we propose a Social Contact Prob-

ability assisted Routing (SCPR) protocol, which is operated in two phases. During the first phase,

the metrics of delivery probabilities are calculated while MNs’ encounter records and PC lists are

collected. Specifically, when two MNs meet, an encounter record is added to their encounter his-

tory. Then, each MN calculates the probabilities of Pd(.,.) towards the other MNs according to

Eq.(4.6), while the aging effect is applied to the rest MNs by modifying the corresponding N-SCPs

in the N-SCP table, as discussed in Section 4.2.1.3. Then, these two MNs compare and update their

databases of the N-SCP tables and PC lists as shown in Fig.4.6, which is detailed as follows.
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Step 1 - The process is activated by the MN with a lower identity, such as the first MN, by sending

a request for the N-SCP table and the PC lists to the MN with a higher identity, such as the

second MN. Simultaneously, the first MN sends the second MN its own N-SCP table as well

as the list of the MNs whose PC lists are known to the first MN.

Step 2 - After receiving the request, the N-SCP table and the MN list from the first MN, the second

MN first compares and updates its own database. Specifically, based on the information pro-

vided by the first MN, the transitive delivery probability (Pt(.,.)) in the second MN’s N-SCP

table is recalculated in order to find a better route towards each DN. These updated values

are then input to the second MN’s N-SCP table, if they are higher than the corresponding

existing ones. At the same time, the second MN compares the list of MNs received from

the first MN with its own PC lists, and generates a list of MNs containing the MNs that the

second MN does not have their PC lists but the first MN has.

Step 3 - The second MN sends the first MN its N-SCP table along with the MNs’ PC lists that the

first MN does not have. At the same time, it sends the first MN the MN list created in Step

2, and also requests for the MNs’ PC lists of those it does not have.

Step 4 - After receiving the N-SCP table and the PC lists from the second MN, the first MN first

calculates, compares, and updates the Pt(.,.) values in its own N-SCP table, as done at Step 2.

Then, it merges the PC lists received from the second MN with its own.

Step 5 - The first MN sends the second MN the PC lists of the MNs requested by the second MN.

Step 6 - Finally, the second MN updates its PC lists by adding the new lists received from the first

MN.

Note that, during the updating processes at Step 2 and Step 4, the N-SCP tables of the first

and second MNs are updated according to the N-SCP tables received from the second and first

MNs, respectively. Let us consider an example, as shown in Fig.4.7 and Table 4.1, where the

branch values in Fig.4.7 represent the N-SCPs. Let us assume that N1 and N2 meet for the first

time. Then, the direct-connection delivery probability (Pd(.,.)) towards each other is zero as shown

in Table 4.1(a) and 4.1(b). After the two MNs encounter, both of them first calculate the Pd(.,.)

between them, which are shown in the first row of Table 4.1(c) and 4.1(d). Then, they calculate

the transitive delivery probabilities (Pt(.,.)) towards the other MNs via the encounter MN, compare

them with the existing values, and update them to the new Pt(.,.) values, if the new Pt(.,.) values

are higher than the corresponding existing ones. Specifically, as shown in Table 4.1(d), which is

the updated N-SCP table of N2. The new Pt(.,.) value for N3 is obtained from the product of Pd(.,.)

between N1 and N3, and N3’s Pd(.,.) or Pt(.,.), depending on which of them has a higher value.
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For example, giving the new Pt(.,.) value of 0.216, which is higher than the existing value 0 shown

in Table 4.1(b). Hence, the N-SCP value is updated to 0.216, as shown at the cross of the second

row and the second column in Table 4.1(d). Similarly, the Pt(.,.) value for N4 is updated to the new

value 0.45, as the original value is 0. By contrast, the existing Pt(.,.) values for N5 and N6 are kept

unchanged, as the new values are lower than the corresponding existing ones. Note that, for the

sake of simplicity, in this example, the ageing mechanism is ignored after the calculation of Pd(.,.).
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Figure 4.7: An exemplified diagram showing the N-SCPs between MNs.

Note furthermore that, during the third step, the second MN may also request for the PC list of

the first MN, when the two MNs meet the first time and when it has not met another MN having

the record of the first MN. The second MN may also sends its own PC list to the first MN, if it

finds that it is not in the lists received from the first MN. After the information exchange, the MNs

recalculate the N-SCPs, C-SCPs, and the SCPs based on the updated N-SCP table and the PC lists,

using the formulas provided in Section 4.2.

In the second phase, messages are forwarded from one MN to another MN according to the

following rules.

1. When a message sender, which can be a SN or a FN, encounters the DN, messages are

certainly directly sent to the DN.

2. When a message sender encounters a MN, which has a stronger relationship with the DN

than the sender itself has, messages are forwarded to the MN. In other words, when the SCP

of Eq. (4.13) between an encountered MN and the DN is higher than the SCP between the

sender itself and the DN, the sender forwards the messages to the encountered MN.
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Table 4.1: An example of the N-SCP table update process during an encounter between
N1 and N2, based on the scenario shown in Fig.4.7. Table (a) and (b) represent the N-SCP
tables of N1 and N2 before the two MNs meet. Table (c) and (d) show the N-SCP tables
of N1 and N2 after the update process.

(a)

DN Pd(N1,.) Pt(N1,.)
N2 0 0.72
N3 0 0.432
N4 0.9 0
N5 0 0.1296
N6 0.2 0

(b)

DN Pd(N2,.) Pt(N2,.)
N1 0 0.72
N3 0.6 0
N4 0.8 0
N5 0 0.18
N6 0 0.144

(c)

DN Pd(N1,.) Pt(N1,.)
N2 0.5 0.72
N3 0 0.432
N4 0.9 0.4
N5 0 0.1296
N6 0.2 0.072

(d)

DN Pd(N2,.) Pt(N2,.)
N1 0.5 0.72
N3 0.6 0.216
N4 0.8 0.45
N5 0 0.18
N6 0 0.144

In order to explain the operational principles of our SCPR protocol, let us consider a network

as shown in Fig.4.8, where the branch values represent the SCPs. Let us assume that N1 has some

messages destined to N2, N3 and N4. Then, when N1 encounters N2 before encountering N3 or N4,

the messages for N2 are directly delivered by following the first rule. However, according to the

second rule, N1 will not forward N2 the messages destined to N3 and N4, as N1 itself has a stronger

relationship with N4 than N2 does, and both N1 and N2 have the same relationship strength with

N3. By contrast, when N1 encounters N3 before encountering N2 or N4, it will then send all the

messages to N3, as the relationships between N3 and N2, N4 are stronger than that between N1 and

N2, N4.

4.4 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of our routing technique, we developed our own simulation

program based on the PCAM mobility model explained in Chapter 3. In this section, we first explain

the simulation scenario and parameter settings used in the simulation. Then, the performance results

are provided and discussed.
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Figure 4.8: An example showing the relationship among four MNs.

4.4.1 Simulation Setup

In our simulations, we consider a MSN with the coverage of 1000 × 1000 square meters (m2).

Within this area, there are 15 communities of each covering an area of 100 × 100 m2. At the

beginning of simulation, the 15 communities are randomly located in the MSN’s covered area.

Some communities may overlap with each other. In order to create some unpopular areas with low-

density of MNs, 50 MNs are randomly distributed inside the areas covered by the communities.

Each MN is assigned a random number of communities, which represent its PCs. Then, for each

PC, a PC probability is randomly generated with the total probability of 0.9 for each MN.

Referring to the research results shown in [80], we know that approximately 10%, 30% and

20% of the human-dependent MNs usually move within one, two and three places, respectively.

Beyond three places, the percentage of a MN traveling towards more locations becomes less and

less. Additionally, approximately 10% of MNs’ movement patterns can usually not be captured by

the preference-based assumption. Based on these observations, in our mobility model, we set the

probabilities of 0.125, 0.375 and 0.25 for a MN to have one, two and three PCs. Beyond three PCs,

the probability is halved whenever one more PC is involved. In detail, the probability of one MN

having four PCs is 0.125, which is half of the probability 0.25 of having three PCs. Similarly, the

probability of one MN having five PCs is 0.0625, which is half of the probability 0.125 of having 4

PCs. Similarly, we can have the probabilities for the other cases. After the initial assignments of

MNs to the communities, a number of random probabilities are generated for each MN to decide

its future movements among the communities.

During our simulations, messages are randomly generated by MNs with a probability of 0.125

and at an interval of tinterval , meaning that the message generation rate is approximately 0.125/tinterval .

In the MSN, a MN can detect its neighbors within a range of r. When a neighbor MN is discovered,
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the processes for routing metric update and message transmission, which are described in Section

4.3, are triggered. Specifically, in our experiments, we set the neighbor discovery radius to be

r = 30 meters (m), while each MN moves in a straight line with a random speed between 0 to 20

meters per second (m/s) and pauses for 10 minutes whenever arriving at a target destination. In

summary, the parameters used in our studies are listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Parameters for simulations.

Parameter Value Unit
Simulation area 1000 × 1000 m2

Community area 100 × 100 m2

Number of communities 15 communities
Number of MNs 50 MNs

Vmax 20 m/s

r 30 m
tpause 600 s

tinterval 60 s
T 15 days

Probability of message generation 0.125 -

In terms of the SCPR protocol, we conduct the evaluations in three different scenarios deter-

mined by the parameters α and β seen in Eq. (4.13). Specifically, the first scenario only uses the

NL relationship associated with setting α = 1 and β = 0, which we refer to as the node-linked (N)

mode. The second scenario is referred to as the community-linked (C) mode, which corresponds to

setting α = 0 and β = 1. Explicitly, this mode represents the SCPR protocol purely using the CL

relationship. Finally, the so-called hybrid (H) mode exploits both the NL and CL relationships, as-

sociated with setting α = β = 0.5. Furthermore, we investigate the effect of non-ideal information

about MNs behavior on the above-mentioned three modes. In detail, we compare the performance

of two sets of simulations for each of the three modes. In the first set of simulations, we assume

precise information about the community approaching probabilities, Pca, which are assigned as the

initial information of every of the MNs. On the other hand, in the second set of simulations, the

values for the community approaching probabilities are randomly increased or decreased up to 50%

from their original values. However, in the second set of simulations, the PCs in the PC lists remain

the same as in the first set. In comparison with the first set of simulations, the changes made in the

second set of simulations are only the values of Pca.

Furthermore, in order to illustrate the achievable performance of our SCPR algorithm in the

H mode, we compare it with five existing routing protocols, which are the Epidemic, PRoPHET,

SimBet, LABEL, and BUBBLE algorithms. Our experiments are carried out as follows. At the

beginning of the experiments, communities, MNs, mobility patterns as well as messages are gen-

erated and saved into a file. Then, simulations in the context of our SCPR protocols and the other
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five routing protocols are executed in order to generate the performance results. Furthermore, for

the sake of accuracy, each simulation is repeated five times. Accordingly, the results drawn in the

figures are the averages of the results obtained from the simulations.

Note that, in our experiments, message’s transmission time is ignored, while messages’ lifetime

or time-to-live (TTL) is not considered. We also assume that there is no limit for MNs to store

messages. In the Epidemic protocol, the acknowledgment mechanism is ignored and all the copies

of a message stored at other MNs are discarded, once it is delivered to its destination.

4.4.2 Performance Results
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Figure 4.9: States of message delivery via time in a MSN supported by the SCPR protocol.

Fig.4.9 shows the states of message delivery via time in a MSN supported by our SCPR pro-

tocol. In the figure, ‘Generated Messages’ represents the accumulation of the messages generated;

‘Unforwarded Messages’ represents the messages holding by the original message generator; ‘Mes-

sages Under Buffering’ represents the messages holding by FNs; ‘Delivered Messages’ represents

the total number of messages successfully delivered to their DNs; ‘Delivered via Direct Contact’

represents the messages delivered from SNs to DNs via direct contacts; and, finally, ‘Delivered

via Relay’ represents the accumulation of the messages delivered with the aid of FNs. As seen in

the figure, most of the messages can be successfully delivered to their designated destinations, of

which the majority are delivered via FNs, and only a small fraction of messages are delivered by

MNs’ direct contacts. While there are a small number of undelivered messages, we can observe

that most messages forwarded by relay MNs are successfully delivered. This is reflected by the

small difference between the number of messages under buffering and the number of unforwarded
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messages.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of message delivery ratios of the SCPR and the other five routing
protocols.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of buffer usages of the SCPR and the other five routing proto-
cols.

In terms of performance comparison, the Epidemic protocol which is a multiple-copy resource-

greedy routing protocol always has the best performace comparing to other single-copy approached

routing protocols. Accordingly, in this section, we consider the Epidemic protocol as a benchmark,

in terms of delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and number of hops. Fig.4.10 compares the message

delivery ratios of our SCPR protocol and the other five routing protocols. The Epidemic protocol

has the highest delivery ratio amongst the six considered protocols. However, our SCPR generates
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the highest delivery ratio among the five single-copy routing protocols, while the SimBet protocol

has the lowest delivery ratio. However, with the increase of simulation time, the Epidemic protocol

demands an extreme amount of resources for buffering the message copies, as shown in Fig.4.11.

By contrast, the other five single-copy protocols generate a similar number of bufferred messages,

which is not only small but also stable.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of average delay of the SCPR and the other five routing proto-
cols.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of average number of hops of the SCPR and the other five rout-
ing protocols.

Fig.4.12 and Fig.4.13 portray respectively the average delay and the average number of hops

used by the delivered messages. Due to using multiple copies at the cost of huge resources for
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message buffering, the Epidemic protocol yields the lowest average delay among the six protocols

considered. From the results shown in Fig.4.13, we are implied that the MNs operated under the

SimBet and LABEL protocols attempt to find direct links for message delivery. As a result, the

average message delivery latency of SimBet and LABEL protocol is higher than that of the other

four protocols. When comparing our SCPR protocol with the PRoPHET and BUBBLE protocol,

we find that they have similar successful delivery ratio. However, as shown in Fig.4.12, our SCPR

protocol yields the lowest end-to-end message delivery latency among these three protocols. More-

over, as shown in Fig.4.13, when the PRoPHET algorithm is invoked, more than twice of FNs than

that required by our SCPR algorithm are required, in order to deliver the same number of mes-

sages. Therefore, for delivery of the same number of messages, the PRoPHET protocol requires

about twice of the energy required by the SCPR protocol. As shown in Figs.4.12 and 4.13, our

SCPR protocol is capable of attaining the best trade-off between the average delay and the average

number of hops for successful message delivery. Its average delay is lower than that of the four

single-copy routing protocols, while its required average number of hops for successful message

delivery is similar to that of the Epidemic protocol, which is a multiple-copy routing approach.
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Figure 4.14: Delivery ratios of the SCPR protocol operated under the N, C and H modes,
when the information about MNs behavior is ideal or non-ideal.

When the SCPR protocol is operated under the three different modes, namely the N, C and H

modes, as described in Section 4.4.1, Fig.4.14 and Fig.4.15 show that the delivery ratios and the

amount of message buffering are similar in all the three modes, and when the information about

MNs’ mobility behavior is ideal or non-ideal. However, the simulation results in these two figures

as well as in Fig.4.16 and Fig.4.17 demonstrate that the H mode gives a superior performance over

the N and C modes. Specifically, the SCPR protocol under the H mode involves less number of

FNs and yields lower average delivery delay than that operated under the N mode. By contrast,
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Figure 4.16: Average delay achieved by the SCPR protocol operated under the N, C and
H modes, when the information about MNs behavior is ideal or non-ideal.

when comparing the H and C modes, we can see that there is a trade off between the end-to-end

delivery latency and the number of MNs required during message transfer. The H mode yields

less average delivery delay but involves more hops than the C mode. However, under the C mode,

the performance is sensitive to the accuracy of the information about MNs’ behavior. When the

information about MNs’ behavior is reduced from 100% to 50%, the SCPR protocol operated un-

der the C mode is likely to transmit messages via direct contacts, which significantly increases the

end-to-end latency, as shown in Fig.4.16 and Fig.4.17. By contrast, when the information about
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Figure 4.17: Average number of hops of delivered messages in the SCPR protocol oper-
ated under the N, C and H modes, when the information about MNs behavior is ideal or
non-ideal.

MNs’ behavior changes from ideal to non-ideal, the H mode results in a slightly increased average

delay, while requiring a similar number of hops. In all the cases, as shown in Figs. 4.14 - 4.17, the

performance of the N mode is unaffected by the accuracy of MNs’ behavior information. Further-

more, as shown in Fig.4.15, the C mode demands slightly more resources for message buffering

than the other modes, when the MNs’ behavior information is non-ideal.

4.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we have proposed a SCPR protocol for MSNs, which makes efficient use of the in-

formation embedded in the people’s social preference. We have proposed the approaches for mea-

suring people’s social preference, so that they can be exploited for information delivery in MSNs,

both direct contacts and indirect contacts have been integrated. The performance of the proposed

SCPR protocol and that of five existing routing protocols for MSNs have been investigated in the

context of a proposed and more realistic PCAM mobility model. Furthermore, we have studied the

impact of the accuracy of the information about MNs’ behavior on the achievable performance of

the SCPR protocol. Our studies and performance results show that the SCPR protocol is capable of

integrating the merits of the Epidemic, PRoPHET, SimBet, LABEL and BUBBLE protocols, while

circumvents their shortcomings of resource-greedy of the Epidemic protocol, and of high message

delivery latency of the PRoPHET, SimBet, LABEL and BUBBLE protocols. Furthermore, the

SCPR protocol is robust to the inaccuracy of the information about MNs’ behavior.



Chapter 5
Energy-Concerned Routing Protocols

The routing protocols designed for mobile social networks (MSNs) have so far mainly focused on

maximizing delivery ratio or/and minimizing delay, but rarely considered the energy consumption

for message delivery. This chapter addresses the routing protocols for MSNs achieving the trade-off

among energy consumption (EC) (or energy-efficiency), delivery ratio (DR) and delay (D), referred

to as the EC/DR/D trade-off. We first provide two approaches allowing to design the routing pro-

tocols that are capable of attaining desirable EC/DR/D trade-off via controlling the values of the

parameters introduced. Then, we extend three existing routing protocols, namely, the social con-

tact probability assisted routing (SCPR), BUBBLE and the PRoPHET protocols, respectively, to

the three routing protocols that are able to achieve the EC/DR/D trade-off. Correspondingly, these

routing protocols are referred to as the ESCPR, EBUBBLE and the EPRoPHET protocols. Finally,

we investigate the performance of these routing protocols based on a community-assisted mobility

model as described in Chapter 3, when assuming that messages are either fixed length or the length

of messages obeys an exponential distribution retrieved from emails. Our studies show that the pro-

posed approaches are efficient for achieving the desired EC/DR/D trade-off according to practical

requirements.

5.1 Introduction

Similar to the other infrastructureless wireless networks, mobile social networks (MSNs) are usu-

ally operated based on the battery-powered mobile devices, which are desirable to be energy-

efficient, and can last for a relatively long time. Therefore, achieving high energy-efficiency con-

stitutes one of the major challenges in the design of routing algorithms in MSNs. In literature,

there are now a range of routing protocols specifically dedicated to MSNs, which include the LA-
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BEL [15], BUBBLE [16], PRoPHET [5, 64], SimBet [7], HiBop [9], Social-Greedy Routing [10],

etc. However, all these routing protocols have been designed with the main motivation to maxi-

mize delivery ratio or/and minimize delivery delay, regardless of the energy consumed for message

delivery. By contrast, there are some energy-concerned routing protocols having been proposed

for wireless delay-tolerant networks [87–95]. However, these routing protocols do not make use of

the social characteristics and the relationship among mobile device carriers. Hence, they are not

efficient for employment in MSNs.

In the MSNs operated based on battery powered devices, energy is depleted by a number of pro-

cesses, including route discovery, route setup, route maintenance, and message transmission [87–

89]. Therefore, in order to save battery, it is very important to design the routing protocols for

MSNs with high energy-efficiency. In this chapter, as the first attempt, we consider the energy-

efficiency issues in the MSN, and motivate to propose the routing protocols for MSNs, which are

capable of achieving the trade-off among energy consumption (EC), delivery ratio (DR) and delay

(D), referred to as the EC/DR/D trade-off for convenience. Specifically, we motivate to design the

routing protocols that are capable of control the EC/DR/D trade-off, so that a good balance among

energy consumption, delivery ratio and delay can be attainable in practice. With this motivation,

we first analyze the energy consumption in some existing routing protocols for MSNs. From our

analysis we find that most of the existing routing protocols for MSNs have the greedy nature. In

these protocols, a message carrier, which may be the message’s source node (SN) or a forward

node (FN), but not the message’s destination node (DN), always forwards the message to its first

encountered mobile node (MN), provided that the encountered MN has a higher numeric indicator,

such as delivery probability, of delivering the message towards the DN than the message carrier

itself. In these protocols, a route having many hops may be selected, which may result in a huge

energy consumption, but the overall delivery ratio might not be improved much.

Based on the above observations, in this chapter, we propose two types of energy-concerned

routing protocols for MSNs. In the first type of protocols, which are referred to as the energy-

concerned routing (EnCoR) protocols, we extend three existing routing protocols, namely, our pre-

viously proposed social contact probability assisted routing (SCPR) protocol [79], the BUBBLE

protocol [16] and the PRoPHET protocol [5, 64], to the corresponding routing protocols achiev-

ing the EC/DR/D trade-off. These extended protocols are respectively referred to as the ESCPR,

EBUBBLE and the EPRoPHET protocols for convenience of description. As detailed in our forth-

coming discourses, in these extended routing protocols, the EC/DR/D trade-off is controlled by

a threshold introduced to the route selection process. When a message carrying MN encounters

another MN, it forwards the message to the encountered MN, only when the delivery probability

from the encountered MN to the DN is higher than that from itself to the DN by at least the thresh-

old. In this way, the ESCPR, EBUBBLE, and the EPRoPHET protocols can effectively control the
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trade-off among the consumed energy, delivery ratio and average delay.

In the context of the second type of energy-concerned routing protocols, we propose a so-called

energy-efficient social distance routing (ESDR) protocol. For this protocol, we first analyze the ef-

fect of message length on the energy consumption during message transmission. Then, we propose

a hop estimation method for finding the shortest delivery route based on the social relationship

among the MNs. The ESDR protocol makes the routing decisions based on these two metrics as

well as the delivery probabilities. By controlling the contribution of these factors, the ESDR can

control the EC/DR/D trade-off. Finally, the performance of these routing protocols is investigated

by simulations based on the community-based mobility model proposed in Chapter 3. Our studies

and performance results show that desirable EC/DR/D trade-off may be attained by appropriately

setting the threshold in the EnCoR protocols and the parameters in the ESDR protocol.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we analyze the energy

consumption issues in the MSN routing, and identify the problems caused by the existing routing

techniques. Section 5.3 considers the EnCoR scheme, and based on which, extends the SCPR,

BUBBLE and the PRoPHET protocols to the ESCPR, EBUBBLE and the EPRoPHET protocols. In

Section 5.4, we investigate the statistics of some types of messages and address the hop estimation,

as well as investigate the effect of these two metrics on the EC/DR/D trade-off. Simulation settings

and performance results are provided in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 summarizes the main

conclusions.

5.2 Energy Consumption for Message Transmission

In mobile communications, various approaches, such as those in [87–92, 96–102], have been pro-

posed for prolonging battery’s lifetime of mobile devices. Some of them focus on the energy

consumed in the processes of route discovery, route setup and route maintenance, while some oth-

ers emphasize the energy consumption during signal transmission. In MSNs, energy consumption

issue has been recognized to be an important challenge, as mobile devices in MSNs often help

and cooperate with each other in order to achieve higher efficiency of information delivery over

networks. However, considering the routing protocols for MSNs, the BUBBLE [16], SimBet [7],

PRoPHET [5, 64], SCPR [79], etc., protocols have all been designed with the objective to find the

message delivery routes yielding the highest possible successful delivery probability (or delivery

ratio), while the energy consumption during the operations has usually been neglected. As a result,

a route that requires extremely high energy consumption might be selected to deliver a message.

Furthermore, these routing protocols are usually operated in greedy principle, and a message carrier

always forwards the message to its first encountered MN, provided that this encountered MN has
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Figure 5.1: Possible routes for message delivery from SN to DN, where (P, E) gives the
delivery probability (P) and energy (E) consumed for delivery.

a higher probability than the current message carrier to deliver the message to the DN. However,

the routes chosen in this way may not be the efficient ones, when delivery ratio, end-to-end delay

and energy consumption are jointly considered. Let us first use an example as shown in Fig.5.1 to

demonstrate their trade-off. As shown in Fig.5.1, there are multiple optional routes from SN to DN,

which are

1. Route 1 (SN-DN): Direct connection;

2. Route 2 (SN-N1-DN): Connection via N1;

3. Route 3 (SN-N2-DN): Connection via N2;

4. Route 4 (SN-N3-DN): Connection via N3.

Assume that SN first meets N1 then N2 and, finally, N3, before it meets DN. All the above-

mentioned routing protocols will select Route 2, since N1 is first met and the route has a slightly

higher delivery probability than SN itself to DN, i.e., Route 1. However, this route may not be the

desired one, as both Routes 3 and Route 4 have higher delivery probability than Route 2 and, fur-

thermore, Route 4 consumes significantly lower energy than Route 2. Additionally, when energy-

efficiency is the sole objective to achieve, Route 1 is much better than Route 2, as Route 1’s delivery
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ratio is only slightly lower than that of Route 2, but it requires significantly lower energy for deliv-

ery.

The reason behind the above-mentioned is that, in MSNs, routing is done distributively based

only on the information, such as delivery probability, usually measured locally via the encounters

between MNs. Due to the limited information about the future, some inefficient routes may be

used, which consume higher energy, reduce delivery ratio and/or yield increased delay.

In this chapter, we propose the routing protocols for MSNs, which achieve the EC/DR/D trade-

off. We consider the average energy consumption per message, representing the energy consumed

for successfully delivering a message from its SN to its DN. Hence, the energy consumption in-

cludes that required for route discovery, route setup, information transmission, etc. Specifically,

when considering the energy consumption during message transmission, according to [93], the

energy consumed by a successfully delivered message can be measured by the formula

EP =
h

∑
i=1

Eni ,ni+1 (5.1)

where h denotes the number of transmissions or the number of hops, ni are MNs along the route,

while Eni ,ni+1 represents the energy consumed for delivery a message from the nith MN to the

ni+1th MN. In principle, the energy required for a transmission is the sum of the energy spent by

transmitter, receiver, as well as the forwarding process between the transmitter and receiver. Fur-

thermore, the energy consumed for delivering a message is also depended on the message’s length.

Assume that εu,v and ωu,v are respectively the energy consumed for transmitting and receiving a

message of x bits from MN u to MN v. Then, Eu,v, for example, in Joules (J) can be evaluated

as [87]

Eu,v = εu,v + ωu,v

= (Au +
Pu,v

κu
)

x
ru,v

+
Bv

ru,v
x

=
1

ru,v

(
Au + Bv +

Pu,v

κu

)
x (5.2)

where Au and Bv are the power required by the transmitter and receiver circuits, respectively, Pu,v

denotes the transmission power from MN u to MN v, κu ∈ (0, 1] represents the power efficiency

of the amplifier in the transmitter of MN u, and, finally, ru,v is the data rate between MNs u and

v. Although Eq. (5.2) may measure the energy consumption with relatively high accuracy, it is

cumbersome to use in MSNs. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we use the average energy

consumption to replace Eq. (5.2). In this case, the average energy consumption for delivery of the
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ith message of xi bits can be expressed as

Ei =
hi

∑
i=1

γxi = γhixi (5.3)

where γ is the average energy consumed per message bit per hop, referred to as the energy con-

sumption factor, which is expressed as

γ = E

[
1

ru,v

(
Au + Bv +

Pu,v

κu

)]
(5.4)

where E [·] denotes the expectation with respect to MNs u and v. Furthermore, the average energy

consumption per message can be evaluated as

E =
1
M

M

∑
j=1

Ej =
γ

M

M

∑
j=1

hjxj (5.5)

where M denotes the total number of messages delivered over a MSN.

As shown in Eq.(5.3), the energy consumption of a message is linearly dependent on the mes-

sage length and the number of hops required to deliver the message from its SN to its DN. There-

fore, when the routing protocols are motivated to achieve a good trade-off among the delivery ratio,

energy consumption and delay, i.e, the EC/DR/D trade-off, both the length of messages and the

number of hops for delivering the messages are required to be reflected in the routing protocols.

Therefore, in the following two sections, we consider and compare two scenarios, and design the

corresponding routing protocols motivating to achieve a good EC/DR/D trade-off. Specifically,

in the first scenario, all messages are assumed the same length. By contrast, the second scenario

assumes that message are variable lengths.

5.3 Energy-Concerned Routing in MSNs

In this section, we consider a simple communication scenario, where all messages have the same

length and, hence, the energy consumed for transmitting any message over one hop is the same.

The assumption of fixed length is satisfied, when messages are actually the fixed length packets

that are independently routed. Therefore, according to Eq. (5.3), the energy consumed for delivery

of the ith message can be expressed as

Ei = e0hi (5.6)
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where e0 is the average energy consumption per message per hop. Explicitly, the energy consumed

by a message is only dependent on the number of hops.

Straightforwardly, in order to reduce the energy consumption per message, it would be desirable

to minimize the number of hops for delivering a message from its SN to its DN. In other words, if

energy consumption is the sole objective to minimize, single-hop transmission of messages should

be utilized, meaning that a SN transmits a message, only when it directly meets the message’s

DN. By contrast, when the single-copy routing protocols, such as the SCPR [79], BUBBLE [16],

PRoPHET [5, 64], etc., are employed, and when delivery ratio is the sole objective to maximize, a

message holding MN, which may be the SN or a FN, will forward the message to any intermediate

FN that it encounters, provided that the encountered FN has a higher delivery probability to the

DN than the message holding MN. Furthermore, when minimization of delay is the sole objective,

multiple-copy routing protocols, such as, the Epidemic [3] protocol, would be desirable, which send

a message to any encountered FNs. However and explicitly, the multiple-copy routing protocols

are highly energy inefficient, which also require a lot of other resources to operate.

In practice, all the above protocols with one optimization objective are not desirable. Instead,

we prefer the routing protocols, which are capable of attaining a ‘best’ trade-off among energy

consumption, delivery ratio and delay, i.e., the ‘best’ EC/DR/D trade-off. Here, we should note

that the ‘best’ trade-off is dependent on the specific application scenarios in practice. Therefore,

when designing the routing protocols for MSNs, we should take the EC/DR/D trade-off into ac-

count. In this section, we propose the energy-concerned routing (EnCoR) protocol for achieving

the EC/DR/D trade-off.

In our proposed EnCoR, when a MN A holding a message meets a MN B before meeting

the message’s DN, the decision is made according to the following criteria. Let PA and PB be

the delivery probabilities from MN A and MN B to the DN, respectively. Let Pth be a threshold in

probability. Then, in the EnCoR protocol, MN A forwards the message to MN B, only if PB− PA ≥
Pth. Otherwise, MN A keeps the message to itself until it meets another MN, which may be the

message’s DN or another intermediate MN. When it is the message’s DN, MN A certainly sends

the message to the DN. If it is another MN rather than the message’s DN, MN A repeats the above

decision-making process when it meets MN B.

The rationality of the EnCoR protocol can be explained as follows. First, when PB is only

slightly larger than PA, implying that the two MNs have a similar chance to deliver a message

to the DN, MN A prefers not to forward the message to MN B for the sake of reducing energy

consumption. However, when PB − PA ≥ Pth, meaning that MN B has an apparently higher

chance to deliver a message to the DN than MN A, MN A chooses to forward the message to

MN B in favor of the delivery ratio. Furthermore, although it is not explicit, the threshold value
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also generates impact on the average delivery delay of messages in MSNs, as demonstrated in

Section 5.5.

Considering the single-copy routing, our EnCoR protocol can be regarded as a generalized one.

It includes the routing protocols that have the sole objective to maximize delivery ratio or that have

the sole objective to minimize energy consumption. In more detail, the routing protocols motivated

solely to maximize the delivery ratio can be obtained from the EnCoR protocol by setting Pth = 0.

By contrast, the routing protocols with the sole objective to minimize the energy consumption can

be obtained from the EnCoR protocol by setting Pth = 1.

Furthermore, it can be shown that, by introducing the principles of the EnCoR protocol, any

single-copy routing protocols that forward messages based on delivery probability or the other

numerical metrics reflecting the chance of delivery can be readily extended to the corresponding

routing protocols achieving the EC/DR/D trade-off. In this chapter, three representative single-copy

routing protocols for MSNs, namely, the SCPR [79], BUBBLE [16] and the PRoPHET [5, 64], are

extended to the corresponding routing protocols achieving the EC/DR/D trade-off. For simplicity

of description, these routing protocols are referred to as the ESCPR, EBUBBLE and EPRoPHET

protocols, respectively, after their integration with the EnCoR protocol.

5.4 Energy-Efficient Social-Distance Dependent Routing

In the EnCoR protocol considered in the last section, we assumed that all messages are of the

same length, resulting in that only the number of hops affects a message’s route selection. In

practice, message sizes are dependent on the type of services and can be very different. As shown

in Section 5.2 and explicitly in (5.3), the length of a message is an important factor of the energy

consumed to deliver the message. Instinctively, for a short message, the number of hops may not

yield a big impact on the average energy consumption per message. Therefore, a route having a

higher delivery probability but more hops may be chosen to deliver the message, in order to achieve

a good EC/DR/D trade-off. By contrast, for a long message with every transmission consuming

a large amount of energy, the route having fewer hops would be preferred for retaining a good

EC/DR/D trade-off. Let us first consider an example as shown in Fig. 5.2 to show the concerned

issues.

As shown in Fig. 5.2, there are three possible routes for message delivery from SN to DN.

1. Route 1: Direct connection of SN and DN;

2. Route 2: Connection via N1, from N1 to DN there is one hop with the delivery probability

of 0.3;
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Figure 5.2: Possible routes for message delivery from SN to DN, where (P, H) gives the
delivery probability and the number of hops required for delivery.

3. Route 3: Connection via N2, from N2 to DN there are two hops with the overall delivery

probability of 0.5.

Following our previous discussion, Route 3 having the highest delivery probability may be pre-

ferred for delivering short messages, while Route 1 having the lowest number of hops may be

desirable for delivering long messages, in order to obtain a good EC/DR/D trade-off. Furthermore,

Route 2 may be selected for delivery of the messages of moderate length. In other words, the routes

chosen to transmit the messages of different length may be different. Therefore, routing optimiza-

tion in MSNs should take into account of messages’ size, especially, when they are very different,

in order to reach a good EC/DR/D trade-off.

According to the above analysis, in this section, we propose another type of energy-concerned

routing protocols, which are referred to as the energy-efficient social-distance dependent routing

(ESDR) protocols. In the ESDR protocols, the number of messages as well as their size are taken

into account in routing optimization, in addition to the number of hops. To serve the purpose, we

define an energy cost factor (ECF) for measuring the EC/DR/D trade-off of the routes. Specifically,

the ECF of the ith route from a reference MN to the DN is defined as

E(i,δ)
CF =

hi,δxj,δ

L
− ηPi,δ (5.7)

where hi,δ denotes the estimated number of hops from MN i to the DN δ, xj,δ represents the length

of the jth message (in bits) destined to DN δ, which is normalized by L denoting the maximum

length of the possible messages (in bits), Pi,δ represents the delivery probability of the route from

MN i to the DN δ, and, finally, η is a parameter applied to control the EC/DR/D trade-off.
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As the route selection of a message sender motivates to minimize the ECF, from (5.7) we can

see that, when increasing the value of η, the delivery probability becomes more significant in the

ECF, resulting in that the delivery probability is more emphasized than the energy consumption

in the ESDR protocols. On the other hand, when reducing the value of η, the first term in (5.7)

becomes more dominant. Thus, the corresponding routing protocols put more emphasis on the

energy consumption.

In order to reflect the ECF of (5.7) in the routing protocols for MSNs, the delivery probabil-

ity and the number of hops between any two nodes, as well as the length of messages need to be

estimated. First, in MSNs, the delivery probability between any two nodes can be estimated by con-

sidering the chance of direct and indirect contacts, with the aid of, such as, distributed information

exchange in the SCPR [79]

Second, as shown in the SCPR protocol [79], hop estimation can be obtained from the knowl-

edge gained from MNs’ encounter process. Similar to [79], where only delivery ratio is concerned,

each MN can build a SCPR’s routing table, referred to as SCP table, which includes the direct

contact probability been two MNs A and B, expressed as Pd(A,B), the transitive delivery probability

of Pt(A,B) between MNs A and B, and the estimated number of hops from MN A to MN B. As an

example, let us consider the MSN shown in Fig. 5.3. Correspondingly, Table 5.1 shows the route

table updates, when N1 and N2 meet. Specifically, Table 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) show the routing tables

of N1 and N2 before they meet. They are updated to Tables 5.1(c) and 5.1(d) after their meeting.

As seen in Tables 5.1(c) and 5.1(d), the number of hops is determined by the route yielding the

highest SCP.

Finally, in terms of the maximum length L of messages, it is obviously depended on the appli-

cations or services. In general, messages are not the same length, but may obey certain distribu-

tion depended on the specific application. Specifically, for emails, we analyzed two sets of email

messages extracted from the individual email inboxes of the University of Southampton during

a 39-month period between October 2012 and December 2015. The first set of emails shown in

Fig. 5.4(a) consists of 1696 emails, from which we found that the average email length and the

standard deviation are approximately 106 and 781 characters, respectively. By contrast, the second

set shown in Fig. 5.4(b) contains 2118 email messages, the average length of which is 100 char-

acters and the standard deviation of which is 408 characters. As shown in Figs. 5.4(a) and 5.4(b),

both data sets are best fitted to an exponential distribution formulated as

f (x) = αe−β(x−x0) (5.8)

where x is the email length, while α, β and x0 are the fitting parameters.
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Figure 5.3: An exemplified diagram showing the SCPs between MNs.

In order to find a value for L in (5.7), in this chapter, we consider the one-sided upper bound of

message length’s distribution, which can be evaluated from the formula [103]

L(λ) = − ln(1− λ)

β
+ x0 (5.9)

where λ is the one-sided upper confidence limit of an exponential distribution, while β and x0 are

provided in (5.8).

With the above preparation, we can now describe the ESDR protocols. In these ESDR pro-

tocols, when a MN A carrying a message meets a MN B, MN A then evaluates the ECFs us-

ing (5.7), and compares the ECF of the route from MN A to the DN, which is expressed as

ECF(A → D), with the ECF of the route from MN A via MN B to the DN, which is expressed as

ECF(A→ B→ D). If ECF(A→ D) is larger than ECF(A→ B→ D), then, MN A forwards the

message to MN B. Otherwise, MN A keeps the message until it meets another intermediate MN or

the DN. If the next encountered MN is an intermediate MN, the above process repeats.

As an example, let us consider Fig. 5.2, where three possible routes exist from SN to the DN

as stated at the beginning of this section. Let us choose λ = 0.99, which yields the maximum

message length of L = 84 Kbytes, when the first data set in Fig. 5.4(a) is considered. Then, when
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Table 5.1: An example of the SCP table update process during an encounter between N1
and N2, based on the scenario shown in Fig.5.3. Tables a) and b) represent the SCP tables
of N1 and N2 before the two MNs meet. Tables c) and d) show the SCP tables of N1 and
N2 after the update process.

(a)

DN Pd(N1,.) Pt(N1,.) h
N2 0 0.56 2
N3 0 0.336 3
N4 0.8 0 1
N5 0 0.1008 4
N6 0.2 0 1

(b)

DN Pd(N2,.) Pt(N2,.) h
N1 0 0.56 2
N3 0.6 0 1
N4 0.7 0 1
N5 0 0.18 2
N6 0 0.112 3

(c)

DN Pd(N1,.) Pt(N1,.) h
N2 0.6 0.56 1
N3 0 0.36 2
N4 0.8 0.42 1
N5 0 0.108 3
N6 0.2 0.0672 1

(d)

DN Pd(N2,.) Pt(N2,.) h
N1 0.6 0.56 1
N3 0.6 0.336 1
N4 0.7 0.48 1
N5 0 0.18 2
N6 0 0.12 2

we set η = 0.5 in Eq.(5.7), we can obtain three ECFs of the three routes for delivery of a 1-Kbyte

email as

1. Route 1: ECF1 ≈ −0.038;

2. Route 2: ECF2 ≈ −0.126;

3. Route 3: ECF3 ≈ −0.214.

Therefore, for a 1-Kbyte message, Route 3 should be chosen by SN, since it has the lowest ECF

among the three possible routes. Similarly, for delivery a longer message, such as, a 80-Kbyte

message, it can be shown that the ECFs of the three routes are 0.9, 1.75, and 2.61, respectively.

Accordingly, Route 1 is the preferred one towards the DN.

5.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate and demonstrate the performance of our proposed energy-efficient

routing techniques in conjunction with the SCPR protocol proposed in [79]. We will emphasize

the impact of the parameter η in Eq.(5.7) on the energy-efficiency, delivery ratio, and average

end-to-end delay. The simulations for the results in this section were conducted based on our

community-based mobility model previously proposed in Chapter 3 and in [79, 104].
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of the email lengths measuring in bytes. Both data sets are best
fitted to the exponential distribution following Eq.(5.8). The parameters of the best fits
are, a: α ≈ 107.768, β ≈ 0.055, x0 = 0; b: α ≈ 113.146, β ≈ 0.095, x0 = 17

5.5.1 Simulation Setup

We consider a MSN with the coverage of 1000× 1000 square meters (m2). Within the area, there

are 15 communities of each covering an area of 100× 100 m2. At the beginning of simulation, we
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assume that the 15 communities are randomly distributed in the considered area. Some commu-

nities may overlap with each other, owing to the assumption that one MN may belong to several

communities. We assume that there are 150 MNs, which are first randomly distributed, and then

randomly move inside the areas covered by the 15 communities according to the considered mobil-

ity model. Each MN is assigned a random number, which represents the MN’s preferred community

(PC).

We set the probabilities of a MN moving within one, two and three communities to be 0.125,

0.375 and 0.25, respectively. Beyond three communities, the probability is halved whenever the

MN involves one more community. Following this rule, we can know that the probability of one

MN simultaneously included in four communities is 0.125, which is half of the probability 0.25 of

one MN belonging to three communities. Similarly, the probability that one MN joins five commu-

nities is 0.0625, which is half of the probability 0.125 of one MN belonging to four communities.

In this way, we can have the probabilities of the other cases. After the initial assignments of the

MNs to communities, each MN moves according to the above assumptions within and across the

communities.

In our MSN, for any given MN, firstly, a point within a selected PC is randomly generated,

which represents the MN’s next destination. Then, the MN travels towards that point with a speed

chosen uniformly from (0, Vmax]. After arrival at the destination, the MN pauses for a fixed time

tpause. Then, the above process is repeated until one simulation session is completed. During our

simulation, messages are randomly generated by MNs at an interval of tinterval with their length

following an exponential distribution, as shown in Eq.(5.8). In our simulations, the parameters

in Eq. (5.8) are chosen to be α = 105, β = 0.05, x0 = 0, and λ = 0.99. Furthermore, in

our experiments, messages’ lifetime is set to 3 hours, meaning that a message will be deleted

from the network, if it is not delivered to its DN within 3 hours. In our MSN, we assume that

a MN is capable of detecting its neighbors having the distance upto r meters from it. When a

neighbor MN is discovered, the processes for routing metric update and message transmission, as

described in Section 5.3, are triggered. In detail, the parameters used in our experiments are chosen

as r = 30 m, Vmax = 20 meters per second (m/s), and tpause = 10 minutes. Additionally, in

order to demonstrate the EC/DR/D trade-off, we assume that the energy consumption factor seen

in Eq.(5.4) is reflected by the transmission power with a value of γ ≈ 1.7× 10−5, which is a value

similar to that used in the experiment of [87].

In summary, the parameters used in our studies are listed in Table 5.2. According to the pa-

rameter values shown in Table 5.2, our experiment is then carried out as follows. At the beginning

of an experiment, communities, MNs, mobility patterns as well as messages are generated, which

are stored in a file. Then, simulations for our ESCPR, EPRoPHET, and EBUBBLE protocols are
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Table 5.2: Parameters for simulations

Parameter Value Unit
Simulation area 1000 × 1000 m2

Community area 100 × 100 m2

Number of communities 15
Number of MNs 150

Vmax 20 m/s
r 30 m

tpause 10 minutes
tinterval 60 s

T 30 days
Messages’ lifetime 3 hours

α 105
β 0.05
x0 0
λ 0.99
γ 1.7× 10−5

executed to generate the performance results. Furthermore, in order to attain sufficient accuracy,

each simulation is repeated five times to obtain the final average results. Accordingly, the results

depicted in the figures represent the average of the results obtained from simulations. Additionally,

when steady-state performance is concerned, the results are then obtained from the last 15 days of

the 30 day period.

5.5.2 Performance Results

Fig. 5.5 shows the performance of the delivery ratio, average energy consumption per message and

the average delay of delivered messages of our ESCPR protocol with different threshold values for

Pth, when message’s lifetime is set to infinity. Fig. 5.6 shows the same performance metrics as

Fig. 5.5, when messages’ lifetime is set to 3 hours. When comparing Fig. 5.5(a) and Fig. 5.6(a),

we can observe that, when message’s lifetime is infinity, using different thresholds does not affect

the delivery ratio. By contrast, when message’s lifetime is limited, a higher threshold of Pth yields

a lower delivery ratio. This is because, when Pth increases, average message delay increases,

as shown in Fig. 5.6(a), which results in that some messages having delay longer than 3 hours

are deleted and not successfully delivered. As shown in Fig. 5.5(b) and Fig. 5.6(b), explicitly,

the energy consumption for both the considered cases decreases, as the threshold Pth increases.

However, as Pth increases, the average delay of the delivered messages also increases, as shown in

Figs. 5.5(c) and 5.6(c), although when comparing Figs. 5.5(c) and 5.6(c), the delay in Figs. 5.6(c)

with 3-hour message’s lifetime is lower than the corresponding delay shown in Fig. 5.5(c) having

infinite message lifetime. From Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, we can clearly see that there exists a EC/DR/D
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Figure 5.5: Performance of the ESCPR protocol with infinite message lifetime.
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Figure 5.6: Performance of the ESCPR protocol, when message’s lifetime is 3 hours.
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Table 5.3: Values of global (G) and local (L) Pth for Fig.5.8

Case A Case B Case C
G-Pth L-Pth G-Pth L-Pth G-Pth L-Pth

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0.05 0 0 0.005 0.05 0.005
2 0.1 0 0 0.01 0.1 0.01
3 0.15 0 0 0.015 0.15 0.015
4 0.2 0 0 0.02 0.2 0.02
5 0.25 0 0 0.025 0.25 0.025

trade-off, and in general, delay and delivery ratio may have to be paid for saving energy.
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Figure 5.7: Energy consumption versus delivery ratio and average delay for the ESCPR
protocol with different thresholds for the EC/DR/D trade-off, when assuming message’s
lifetime of 3 hours.

Explicitly, the trade-off among the energy consumption, delivery ratio and the delay is shown

in Fig.5.7 for the ESCPR protocol with different thresholds of Pth, when message’s lifetime is

assumed to be three hours. Typically, the reduction of energy consumption is paid by longer de-

lay and/or decrease of delivery ratio. As shown in Fig.5.7, interestingly, the energy consumption

increases approximately exponentially with the increase of the delivery ratio, while it decreases

approximately exponentially with the increase of delay. Note that, in the case that message’s life-

time is infinite, as shown in Fig. 5.5, the threshold Pth does not affect the delivery ratio noticeably.

Correspondingly, trade-off only exists between the average delay and energy consumption.

In Fig.5.8, we study the energy consumption versus the delivery ratio and the average delay

performance of the EBUBBLE protocol, when different threshold values are considered. As de-
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Figure 5.8: Energy consumption versus delivery ratio and average delay for the EBUB-
BLE protocol operated in Cases A, B and C as defined in Table 5.3.

scribed in Section 5.3, the EBUBBLE protocol is extended from the BUBBLE protocol [16] by

introducing our EnCoR algorithm to achieve the EC/DR/D trade-off. Since the BUBBLE protocol

uses two types of popularity ranking, namely global ranking and local ranking, in Fig.5.8, we con-

sider three cases as detailed in Table 5.3. Specifically, in Case A, we set the threshold L-Pth = 0 for

the local ranking, while the threshold of G-Pth for the global ranking is set to five different values.

In contrast, in Case B, the threshold L-Pth is set to five different values, while the threshold G-Pth

is set to 0. Finally, in Case C, both the thresholds L-Pth and G-Pth are set to the same five different

values similar to the above two cases. As shown in Table 5.3, for all the three cases, the thresholds

for the local popularity are lower than the corresponding thresholds for the global popularity. This

is because in the EBUBBLE protocol, the number of encounters between any two MNs with the

same affiliation is usually lower than the number of encounters between any two other MNs that

not necessary have the same affiliation. Note that, in Fig.5.8, the topmost points correspond to

Pth = 0. From the results of Fig.5.8 we can see that, in general, the EC/DR/D trade-off presents

a similar trend as that of the ESCPR shown in Fig. 5.7. Specifically, when the threshold (either

global or local, or both) is increased, the delivery ratio slightly reduces, while the amount of energy

consumed per message decreases approximately exponentially. Correspondingly, the EBUBBLE
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protocol yields a longer average message delay. Furthermore, Fig.5.8 shows that the best EC/DR/D

trade-off may be achieved in Case C. For a given delivery ratio and a given delay, the energy con-

sumption in Case C is lower than that in case A or case B.
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Figure 5.9: Energy consumption versus delivery ratio and average delay for the
EPRoPHET protocol with different thresholds for the EC/DR/D trade-off.

Finally, in Fig.5.9, we show the trade-off between the energy consumption and the delivery

ratio, and that between the energy consumption and the average delay for the MSNs employing

the EPRoPHET protocol. Surprisingly, as seen in Fig.5.9, when the threshold of Pth is increased

from 0 to about 0.02, the performance of the EPRoPHET protocol may simultaneously improve in

terms of the delivery ratio, delay and energy consumption. By contrast, when the threshold of Pth is

further increased from 0.02 to 0.05, the EC/DR/D trade-off of the EPRoPHET protocol appears the

similar characteristics as the ESCPR and the EBUBBLE protocols. The reason for the performance

behavior of the EPRoPHET within the threshold range from Pth = 0 to about Pth = 0.02 is that the

original PRoPHET protocol has a strong greedy characteristic. As mentioned in Section 5.2, this

greedy characteristic results in choosing a route that is inefficient in terms of energy consumption,

delivery ratio and/or delay.

The results demonstrated so far were obtained under the assumption of fixed message length.

Below we consider the cases where message length obeys the PDF of an exponential distribution.

As an specific example, Fig. 5.10 shows the performance trade-off of the ESCPR protocol in terms

of delivery ratio, average message delay of the delivered messages, average hop count per delivered

message, as well as the energy consumption, when various values for the parameter η seen in

Eq.(5.7) are used in order to demonstrate the performance trade-off. As shown in Fig. 5.10(a), a
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Figure 5.10: Performance of the ESCPR protocol, when message length obeys exponential
distribution and message’s lifetime is 3 hours.

lower η value yields a lower delivery ratio, as the protocol becomes more desirable for delivering

messages using less number of hops, as seen in Fig. 5.10(c). As shown in Fig. 5.10(b), when

the η value decreases, the average delay increases. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5.10(d), the

energy consumption per message decreases, as the value of η in Eq.(5.7) decreases. The reason

for the above observation is because the value of η in Eq.(5.7) has a significant impact on route

selection. According to the protocol and Eq.(5.7), the route selection depends more on the delivery

probability, when the value of η increases. As the result, a route with higher delivery probability

is more likely to be selected. Consequently, the delivery ratio and hop count are higher, while the

average delay becomes lower. In contrast, when the value of η decreases, the delivery probability

in Eq.(5.7) yields less impact, while the energy consumption becomes more dominant. In this case,

the ESCPR algorithm gives a higher priority to the routes with lower energy consumption than to

the routes with higher delivery probability. Consequently, the delivery ratio and the average number

of hops reduce, but the average delay increases. However, as shown in Fig. 5.10(d), when the value

of η becomes lower than η = 6, the energy consumption per delivered message increases due to

the increase of message losses, as message’s lifetime was limited to 3 hours.

More explicitly, in Fig.5.11, we demonstrate the trade-off among the energy consumption, de-
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Figure 5.11: EC/DR/D trade-off of the SCPR protocol, when message length obeys expo-
nential distribution and message’s lifetime is 3 hours.

livery ratio and the delay. Typically, the reduction of energy consumption results in longer delay

and/or decrease of delivery ratio of the ESCPR protocol operated with different value of η, in order

to achieve the required E/DR/D trade-off. As shown in Fig. 5.11, again, the energy consumption has

an approximately exponentially increasing relationship with the increase of the delivery ratio, and

an approximately exponentially decreasing relationship with the increase of the delay. As shown in

Fig. 5.11, the above stated relationship continues provided that η > 2. When η < 2, the average

energy consumption per message becomes higher, while the delivery ratio decreases and the aver-

age delay increases. This observation can be explained as follows. According to Eq. (5.7), when

the value of η is very low, the route selection is mainly determined be the energy consumption, the

routes with low energy consumption are chosen over the routes with high delivery probabilities. In

this case, some of the selected routes may not successfully deliver the messages, although they are

supposed to consume little energy. Therefore, it wastes energy, due to the unsuccessful message

transmission.

In contrast to Fig.5.11, Fig.5.12 shows the energy efficiency versus delivery ratio and average

delay performance of the ESCPR protocol. Here, the energy efficiency E f f is evaluated by

E f f =
∑Nd

i=1 xi

∑N
i=1 Ei

, (5.10)

reflecting the number of information bits transmitted by a unit of energy. In Eq. (5.10), xi is length

in bits of the ith message, Ei is the energy consumed to send the ith message from SN to DN,
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Figure 5.12: Energy-efficiency versus delivery ratio and average delay for the SCPR pro-
tocol, when message length obeys exponential distribution and message’s lifetime is 3
hours.

Nd is the total number of delivered messages, while N is the total number of messages attempted

to deliver. Fig.5.12 shows that, when η < 6, the energy-efficiency increases nearly linearly with

the delivery ratio. By contrast, when η > 6, the energy efficiency decreases approximately expo-

nentially with the increase of the delivery ratio. In the context of the delay, as seen in Fig. 5.11,

the energy efficiency increases approximately exponentially with the increase of the average delay,

provided that η > 6. When η < 6, the energy efficiency decreases as the delay increases. From

Figs. 5.11 and 5.12, we can learn that the value of η should not be too small. Otherwise, the route

selection will be mainly determined by energy consumption, without considering the impact of

delivery ratio.

5.6 Summary and Conclusions

Two energy-concerned routing protocols, referred to as the energy-concerned routing (EnCoR) and

the energy-efficient social distance routing (ESDR) protocols, have been proposed for achieving the

EC/DR/D trade-off in the routing for MSNs. Assisted by the approaches, the SCPR, BUBBLE and

the PRoPHET protocols have been extended to the ESCPR, EBUBBLE and the EPRoPHET proto-

cols, which are capable of achieving the EC/DR/D trade-off routing in MSNs. The performance of

the three routing protocols have been studied by simulation associated with the PCAM model. Our

studies and performance results show that all these schemes are capable of attaining the EC/DR/D
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trade-off. This is achieved via setting a threshold of delivery probability dependent, so that a mes-

sage carrier can decide whether the message should be forwarded to another encountered MN or

keep to itself. From our studies we can gain the insight that an optimum trade-off, for example, in

the sense of maximal energy-efficiency, can be attained by setting the above-mentioned threshold

and the desired parameter to their optimum values.



Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works

In this chapter, we first provide a summary of the main issues addressed in this thesis as well as the

main findings. Then, we discuss the possible future research issues.

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we have investigated some issues in MSNs. Specifically, modelling of mobilities and

routing in MSNs have been focused. The main contributions from the research can be summarized

as follows.

In Chapter 2, we have provided a comprehensive overview for the mobility models and routing

protocols proposed for MANETs, DTNs, OPNETs, and MSNs. It can be shown that MSNs employ

the unique characteristics of that MNs’ mobilities are determined by the social relationship of the

mobile device carriers. Correspondingly, the routing algorithms originally designed for MANETs,

even for DTNs, are not efficient for operation in MSNs, and the routing algorithms for MSNs

should be designed by taking into account of the social relationship of the MNs in MSNs, in order

to improve the efficiency of networking.

Therefore, in Chapter 3, we have proposed two mobility models for MSNs, namely, the PCAM

and the RPM models. In a little more detail, our PCAM model has been designed based on the

simplicity and randomness of the RWP mobility model with taking into account of the human social

behaviors of mutual preferred communities (PCs). By exploiting the fact that people have favorite

places to visit, the PCAM model is more practical in comparison to the RWP mobility model, while

reserving the RWP model’s nature of randomness and simplicity. By contrast, our RPM model has

been designed by considering even more perspectives than the PCAM model. Specifically, apart

from the human social behavior of mutual PCs, the RPM model also addresses the behaviors of
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humans about their daily schedules determined by their roles.

In Chapter 3, the characteristics and performance of the PCAM and RPM models have been

investigated. Our studies and simulation results demonstrate that the mobility patterns generated by

the PCAM model are closer to the real traces when comparing to the RWP mobility model, while

the RPM mobility model fits the best with the real traces than the RWP and PCAM mobility models.

In the RPM mobility model, the CCDF of the inter-contact time shows the power law distribution

characteristic during the first 12 hours before truncating, which is similar to the characteristics of

real mobility traces.

Following the mobility models considered in Chapter 3, then our focus has been on the rout-

ing protocols for MSNs. Specifically, we have first proposed and studied the SCPR protocol. In

Chapter 4,in this protocol, three social characteristics of MNs have been considered, which are the

MN’s encountering frequency, regularity, and freshness. From these factors, two message delivery

dependent metrics are generated, which are the direct-encounter social contact probability (Pdirect)

and the transitive social contact probability (Ptrans). The evaluation of Pdirect is based on both the

frequency and the regularity. This is because a higher frequency meeting represents a stronger re-

lationship between two MNs, while a higher regularity gives a higher accuracy in the prediction

of the next encounter of the two MNs. By contrast, the freshness of a contact affects the value of

Pdirect by applying the ageing mechanism. In addition to depending on the direct contact for mes-

sage delivery transitivity reflecting indirect contact can also be used for message delivery, which

is counted by the transitive social contact probability, Ptrans. In our scheme, the value of Ptrans

of a MN is given by the Pdirect of the encountered MN that has the strongest relationship with a

designated destination in the egocentric perspective. When two MNs encounter, each of them cal-

culates an accumulative Ptrans, which combines the first hop’s Pdirect and the Ptrans of all the other

FNs. Then, a Social Contact Probability (SCP), which indicates the chance of message delivery, is

obtained as the higher value between the accumulative Ptrans and Pdirect.

As shown in Chapter 4, our SCPR routing protocol has been designed by exploiting the SCP.

In this chapter, the performance of the proposed SCPR protocol and that of five existing routing

protocols for MSNs have been investigated in the context of a proposed and more realistic PCAM

mobility model. Furthermore, we have studied the impact of the accuracy of the information about

MNs’ behavior on the achievable performance of the SCPR protocol. Our studies and performance

results show that the SCPR protocol is capable of integrating the merits of the Epidemic, PRoPHET,

SimBet, LABEL and BUBBLE protocols, while circumvents their shortcomings of resource-greedy

of the Epidemic protocol, and of high message delivery latency of the PRoPHET, SimBet, LABEL

and BUBBLE protocols. Furthermore, the SCPR protocol is robust to the inaccuracy of the infor-

mation about MNs’ behavior.
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Following the philosophy of the research in literature, our SCPR routing protocol has also been

designed with the motivation to maximize delivery and/or minimize delivery delay. However, in the

future wireess networks including MSNs, energy-efficiency constitutes a critical issue that should

be considered. Therefore, in Chapter 5, we have addressed the energy-concerned routing in MSNs.

Specifically, we have considered the routing protocols for MSNs that are capable of achieving

the trade-off among energy consumption (EC), delivery ratio (DR), and delay (D), shortened as

the EC/DR/D trade-off. In this chapter, we have proposed two types of energy-concerned routing

protocols for MSNs. In the first type of protocols, which are referred to as the energy-concerned

routing (EnCoR) protocols, we extend three existing routing protocols, namely, our previously

proposed SCPR protocol [79], the BUBBLE protocol [16] and the PRoPHET protocol [5, 64], to the

corresponding routing protocols achieving the EC/DR/D trade-off. These extended protocols are

respectively referred to as the ESCPR, EBUBBLE and the EPRoPHET protocols for convenience

of description. As detailed in Chapter 5, in these extended routing protocols, the EC/DR/D trade-off

is controlled by a threshold introduced to the route selection process. When a message carrying MN

encounters another MN, it forwards the message to the encountered MN, only when the delivery

probability from the encountered MN to the DN is higher than that from itself to the DN by at least

the threshold. In this way, the ESCPR, EBUBBLE, and the EPRoPHET protocols can effectively

control the trade-off among the consumed energy, delivery ratio and average delay.

In the context of the second type of energy-concerned routing protocols, we have proposed a

ESDR protocol. For this protocol, we have first analyzed the effect of message length on the energy

consumption during message transmission. Then, we have proposed a hop estimation method for

finding the shortest delivery route based on the social relationship among the MNs. The ESDR

protocol makes the routing decisions based on these two metrics as well as the delivery probabili-

ties. By controlling the contribution of these factors, the ESDR can control the EC/DR/D trade-off.

Finally, the performance of these routing protocols has been investigated by simulations based on

our PCAM mobility model. Our studies and performance results show that all these schemes are

capable of attaining the EC/DR/D trade-off. This is achieved via setting a threshold of delivery

probability dependent, so that a message carrier can decide whether the message should be for-

warded to another encountered MN or keep to itself. From our studies we can gain the insight that

an optimum trade-off, for example, in the sense of maximal energy-efficiency, can be attained by

setting the above-mentioned threshold and the designed parameter to their optimum values.

6.2 Future Works

In this thesis, we have investigated some issues in mobility modelling and routing in MSNs. There

are a range of challenges requiring further study, which constitute the future research issues.
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Realistic Mobility Models

First, in MSNs, the accuracy of performance evaluation of routing protocols is depended on the

realistic level of the mobility models. In this thesis, we have proposed two new mobility mod-

els, which can exploit the human social behaviors, including community-bound mobility behavior,

role-based schedule, MN’s home assignment, and randomness from RWP mobility model. While

integrating the merits of random-based mobility models, our proposed mobility models are in gen-

eral more realistic than most of the existing ones, such as, the RWP mobility model. However,

people may have different mobility patterns on different day and time of the day, including, week-

days, weekends, holidays, rush hours during the morning and the evening, day time, and night time.

For instances, students usually go to schools on weekdays but stay at home during the weekends,

employees travel from home to their offices everyday except weekend and holidays. By taking into

account of these facts, we may improve our mobility models, in order to bring them further closer

to reality.

Furthermore, we may improve MNs’ mobility modelling within and between communities.

In [57], apart from having a number of hotspots, similar to communities in our mobility models, it

is assumed that MNs may occationally travel to an area outside of the hotspots. In [37], MNs are

assumed to be still within home communities, while they move and pause at desks, when they are

in their workplaces. Furthermore, in [37], three ways of transportation between communities have

been considered, which include walking, traveling by cars and buses, so as to reflect the speeds and

selected routes of MNs. In [36], some other statistical features of MNs’ mobility and communities

are exploited. Specifically, it is suggested that MNs’ flight and pause-times have the characteristic

of the power law distributions, while the distances between communities on either one or multiple

dimensions are also best described by power law distribution. All these features may be integrated

into our PCAM and RPM mobility models in order to make them more realistic.

Novel Routing Protocols for MSNs

Based on the mobility models that are capable of modelling closely the real MSNs, it is highly

important to design the high-efficiency routing protocols. Depending on the application scenarios

and the specific services provided, corresponding routing protocols have to be designed, with the

objectives to maximize the message delivery ratio, minimize message delivery delay, minimize the

resource consumption, minimize the operational complexity, etc., or their joint or trade-off.

Energy-Efficient Routing and Performance Evaluation

In Chapter 5, we have proposed two types of energy-concerned routing protocols in MSNs. To the

best of our knowledge, this was the first attempt to design the energy-efficient routing protocols

for MSNs. In literature, the routing protocols for MSNs have mainly been designed to achieve the

highest possible delivery ratio or/and lowest possible delivery delay by conceptually taking into
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account of the operational resources. By contrast, our EnCoR and ESDR routing protocols have

explicitly integrated the energy-consumption, delivery ratio, and delay into the route selection, re-

sulting in the routing protocols, such as, ESCPR, EBUBBLE, and EPRoPHET protocols, that are

capable of attaining a EC/DR/D trade-off. However, in addition to the routing protocols achieving

the EC/DR/D trade-off, there are many other research issues in the energy-concerned (or energy-

efficient) routing. First, even in the routing protocols achieving the EC/DR/D trade-off, we are not

clear about how the optimum trade-off is achieved, and what parameters should be engaged for

reaching the optimum trade-off. Second, instead of optimising the EC/DR/D trade-off, the routing

protocols may be designed to directly maximize the energy-efficiency, which is explained by the

number of successfully delivered bits normalised by the energy consumed for delivering these data

bits. Third, as discussed in Chapter 5, the message length directly affects the routing performance

in terms of energy consumption. We may look further into each different type of messages and

the difference in message length for different services. Forth, apart from previous discussion, the

transmission range between any two MNs, when a message transmission is started, could affect the

energy consumption. Fifth, apart from enegy, we may consider other resouce types, such as band-

width, which are consumed during a message transmission. Sixth, the performance evaluation and

simulation the routing protocols in MSNs also constitute the important research issues. Accord-

ingly, we may replace the PCAM model using in Chapter 4 and 5 with the RPM model or a more

realistic mobility model. Furthermore, in the study of the routing protocols for MSNs, model based

simulations have been the typical approaches. A very important and highly challenging research

area is to find appropriate mathematical tools for the design of routing protocols as well as their

performance evaluation.
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